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FOREWORD
This study was suggested by interests and implications grow-
ing out of graduate work in Vocational Guidance at Boston Univer-
sity. It assumed its present form after help sought by students
(largely in Evening High School contacts) seemed to indicate that
some change and reorganization of the high school commercial courses
might be advantageous, in order to meet the changing needs and
requirements of the present-day business world.
In response to this interest and with the idea of finding out
what changes, if any, might be made in the character and articula-
tion of the high school commercial courses, the present study was
undertaken.
"The reorganization of commercial education in
secondary schools has been receiving a great deal of
attention recently. Books and numerous articles have
been published. There seems to be an unanimity of
opinion among leaders in universities and in public
schools and even in private schools that there is a
real necessity for reorganization. There is a wide gap
between what leaders advocate and what public secondary
schools, in general, are actually doing
"Nevertheless, the fallacies and weaknesses of
our present system of commercial education are pointed
out through research. Facts have to be faced in making
progress. It is apparent that the conventional type of
commercial training will finally be supplanted by a
broader and richer form of education
"Economic and social conditions have changed. . .
The old types of training, like old types of machinery,
no longer meet the demand for a changed society."*
Moore, Wert E., "Commercial Education Reorganization Needs,"
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS EDUCATION, Vol. VII, No. 7; June, 1932, Page 17.
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In addition, the increasing number of studies—monographs,
bulletins, magazine articles, and more especially the "Biennial
Survey of Education in the United States," 1928 - 1930, J. 0. Malottj
"Recent Drastic Changes in Requirements for Office Employees, " and
"Curriculum from the Standpoint of Placement" (these last two by
Mildred Belt, Placement Counsellor of the Baltimore Public Schools)
crystalized the desire to make a study in this light of a group in
the Baltimore School situation v/hich had not hitherto been surveyed.
Through the study it seemed possible to secure information
which would show whether positions or workers were more numerous,
whether business could or could not absorb the product of the High
School Commercial courses, in what lines the absorption would be
complete or incomplete, what fields were changing in their call for
workers, and hov,r the graduates were responding or were not responding
to changed and changing conditions. The tiro factors which it seemed
might prove most significant in the study were the extent to which
office machinery wa s affecting the commercial employment field and
the amount and character of the additional training v/hich the gradu-
ate might find necessary or expedient in order to make the adjustments
requisite to holding dovm a job or in meeting the changed status
Confronting new entrants into the business field.
"This is the machine age. If our students are to
meet machines in whatever office they enter, then we
must give them at least an introduction to these machines
while they are in school. . • Let us not be deluded by
the statement that these machines can be learned as well
on the job. While our product is seeking a job where he
can learn how to run these machines another student from
a school v/here such instruction has been given mil step
in and get the job. Let us not be blind to our needs."*
*Dake, L. Gilbert, "Teaching Office Machines" Part 2, JOURNAL
OF BUSINESS EDUCATION; October, 1931; Page 33.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
THE SITUATION AND THE STUDY
In the last several years, expecially during 1930 - 1932,
Commercial Courses in high schools have been the subject of close
sorutiny and much criticism. Judged by results, and in particular
by the results of the last four years with their severe economic
and vocational tests, the processes and preparations given through
high school commercial curricula are proving both disappointing
and inadequate.
The impelling of large numbers of high school graduates into
stenographic and bookkeeping positions; the more or less elementary
preparations given in economics, commercial law, and kindred sub-
jects; the small space and short time obtainable for office practice
for the commercial group in general; the slight acquaintance with
general business organization and procedure—all these have been
rendered more apparent by the definite lack of people adequately
trained to meet the demands made by the present-day world of busi-
ness on the product of the schools.
"The bulk of the commercial graduates are trained
to be stenographers, but, as a matter of fact, only a
comparatively small proportion are able to get steno-
graphic jobs. A survey of 198 graduates placed in office
positions by the Baltimore Public School Placement Bureau
between September 1, 1928 and April 1, 1931 disclosed the
fact that only 59 were placed in stenographic positions,
as compared vdth 139 who accepted non-stenographic posi-
tions. Data from the report to the Supervisor of Gui-
dance and Placement on the follow'-up of Senior High School
graduates, showed, furthermore, that only 117 out of 249
graduates (girls) of the classes 1929 and 1930 who entered
the office field obtained stenographic positions. "*
Belt, Mildred (Placement Counsellor, Baltimore City Department
of Education) CURRICULUM REVISION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF PLACEMENT ,
1931; Page 1.
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The present dearth of business positions, making possible higher
and different requirements, as well as a more discriminating selec-
tion in the filling of positions has brought the need for change
and revision in commercial courses in high schools most prominently
before the educational world. More especially has the need been
realized by all those in high school commercial departments who keep
in touch with the progress of their graduates and the demands and
conditions of a changing business world.
In response to a desire to ascertain to what extent these chang-
ing conditions and demands exist and, more particularly to see how
they might be developing in the Baltimore Senior High Schools, the
present study of the 1927 commercial classes (girls) of the Baltimore
Public High Schools, in a four-year follo\vwup study was undertaken.
The succeeding pages are herewith presented as the results of that
study.
THE PROBLEM
Evaluation of the Baltimore Commercial Curricula as exemplified
by the Class of 1927, Baltimore Senior High Schools; and a determina-
tion of the kind and character of the changes which the study may
show to be needed in the present training program.
Accumulation of data through study of the actual experiences of
a group, in a four-year follow-up study of the commercial graduates of
the Class of 1927, Baltimore Senior High Schools; and the organization
of this material as a fact-basis for such changes and improvements as
a comparative study may seem to indicate.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Problems
To measure the effectiveness of the present commercial training
program in the Baltimore Senior High Schools; to secure the standard
.mMi \ 8
Xof measurement through a study of concrete results and reactions
obtained from responses to a questionnaire indicating the useful-
ness or non-usefulness of the subjects included in the present
high school curriculum; to use this standard of measurement in a
scrutiny of the preparation of a particular and specific group of
graduate entrants into the business and -vocational ivorld.
To use the results of the various section studies as a basis
for suggestions as to changes or enlargements which may be neces-
sary to provide the training needed to equip high school commercial
graduates to meet efficiently the present-day requirements of the
business world.
Procedure
1. Finding the percentage of girls in the group engaged in
occupations in which their high school majors or minors were of
fundamental, little, or no value.
2. Learning if it were necessary to secure further training
in order to fill the first job satisfactorily.
3. Ascertaining in what respect, if any, the high school
training of the group failed to equip them for present or former
positions
•
4. Finding out the kind of positions filled by the graduates.
5. Determining the types of work performed on the different
jobs.
6. Noting the length of time on the various jobs, the princi-
pal kind of work performed on each job, and those jobs that were
in the nature of promotion.
7. Determining the relative vocational value of the subjects
in the different commercial courses.
.. 1.
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8. Learning whether the graduates have supplemented their
high school training by further education.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
In order to secure from the data blank as large a return on
general lines as possible, personal questions were avoided; hence,
reasons for change of positions, present unemployment, salaries
paid, etc., are not included in the study. The promotional bases,
being so largely individual, are impossible to evaluate or interpret
here. The succeeding five items represent the more evident limita-
tions of the study;
1. Change of positions unexplained: no reasons sought in data blank.
2. Promotional status undetermined; no promotional basis.
3. Present unemployment not accounted for: no reasons asked.
4. Remuneration not reported; no salary questionnaire.
5. Intellectual status undetermined: no intelligence quotients.
The intelligence quotients are not obtainable for the Class of
1927 as for later groups, but the 1927 group presents the only near
group available for a four-year follow-up study which would not be
identified more completely with the present unusual economic period.
But while intelligence quotients are not available for the
group studied and so can not be included in the comparative study,
the following quotation from a study of a group of graduates regis-
tered with the Baltimore Placement Bureau will throw some light on
the intellectual equipment of a somewhat similar group:
"Comparatively little data are available as to the
intellectual quality of the graduates who are placed in
business. A study made of 114 graduates of the class of
February, 1930 who registered with the placement bureau
disclosed a range of intelligence quotients from 84 to
121, with a median at 101 and the middle 50% falling be-
tween 95 and 108. The group studied included nearly all
..
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of the graduates of the Eastern and Western High Schools
going to work, and about half of those graduating from
the Forest Park High School. Although this group is very
small numerically, it is representative of the students
handled by the Bureau and of the commercial graduates as
a whole, since, as ms pointed out earlier, graduates from
the Eastern and Western High Schools register with this
Bureau. Accordingly, half of the group seeking the highest
type of office employment are probably not qualified intel-
lectually to obtain it."*
INTRODUCTION TO TEE STUDY
STUDY DATA
The following pages present in tabulated and graphic form the
results of the study of 131 public high school graduates (girls),
125 of whom are or have been employed at some time during the follow-
up period over which the present study extends. In order to bring
the study of employment and positions up to the present, a data
blank was mailed to each member of the group selected for study.
The tables compiled from the answers to the data blank automatically
extend the period covered by the study, which at the close amounted
to about four and a half years. It is with these 125 graduates and
this period that the present study is more specifically concerned.
Number of graduates approached; 300
Number of graduates responding; 131
High Schools participating; Eastern, Western,
and Forest Park
Courses taken; Stenographic, Retail Selling,
Academic-Commercial, General
Business, Office Practice, and
Accounting
PLAN OF STUDY
1.. Selection of groups Girls of the graduating class of June,
1927, from the commercial courses and also the academic-commercial
Belt, Mildred (Placement Counsellor, Baltimore City Department
of Education) CURRICULUM REVISION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF PLACEMENT ,
1931; Page 6.
..
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(mixed) course in the Public Senior High Schools of Baltimore
City.
2. Organization of Data Blank (questionnaire.)
3. Letter to graduates soliciting cooperation in collecting
material as per Data Blank.
4. Mailing of Data Blank to each member of group selected for
study. Repetition of request for cooperation (three times) to
secure as complete data as possible.
5. Compilation and classification of data.
6. Study of results.
7. Tabulation of results through interpretative organization.
8. Summary and interpretation.
9. Conclusions and suggestions.
INTRODUCTORY TABLE
SCHOOL RESPONSE AND PARTICIPATION
DATA
BLANKS
SENT
OUT
DATA BLANKS RETURNED
NUMBER
PER CENT
School
Response
Study
Partici-
pation
TOTAL 300 131 44 100
Eastern High School 137 67 49 51
Western High School 97 45 46 34
Forest Park High School 66 19 29 15
The Introductory Table shows that school response is based
upon the number of data blanks sent to each school and the number
returned, and presents a percentage as follows: Eastern High School
—
137 sent, 67 returned or 49$; Western High School—97 sent, 45 re-
turned or 46$ Forest Park High School— 66 sent, 19 returned or 29$.
School participation in the study is based upon the total returns
(131) from all the schools participating, and shows a percentage as
follows: Eastern High School, 67 or 51$; Western High School, 45 or
34$; Forest Park High School, 19 or 15$.
..
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COMMERCIAL CURRICULA
EASTERN, WESTERN, AND FOREST PARK SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
AN ANALYSIS
The commercial program offered in the Eastern and Western Girls’
High Schools of Baltimore City is the same for both schools. It
presents four courses: Stenography, Accounting, Office Practice,
and Retail Selling. These courses make, in each school, the same
changes in content and arrangement from grade to grade.
In the first high school year (tenth grade) the schedule of
studies is alike for Accounting, Office Practice and Retail Selling.
The Stenographic course differs from the above courses in offering
stenography in place of a modern language.
In the second year high (eleventh grade) Accounting, Office
Practice, and Retail Selling courses differ in the fact that selec-
tion of one of these subjects as the main subject of the course is
permissible and the selected subject gives its name to the course:
as Accounting course. Office Practice course, etc. The Stenographic
course in this grade -with its principal subject Stenography, offers
Stenography II and begins a modern language. Electives for all the
courses also begin in this grade.
In the third high school year (twelfth grade) the three regular
commercial courses listed as Accounting, Office Practice, and Retail
Selling differ from each other only in the main subjects selected
and giving names to the courses. To this there is one exception:
Review of Arithmetic is included only in the Office Practice and Retail
Selling program. The Stenographic course (in the twelfth grade) offers
advanced Stenography and Office Practice. What is listed under the
above heads is largely transcription. In addition, second year modern
language is required in the twelfth grade. Stenographic course, while

XV
in the other three commercial courses third year modern language
is a part of the program.
The commercial program offered in the Forest Park (co-educa-
*
tional) High School of Baltimore City has two courses: Stenographic
and General Business. These two courses present in the several years
or grades very much the same selection and arrangement of subject.
The main differences occur in the placing of such subjects as Com-
mercial Geography, Stenography, Office Practice and Business Organi-
zation.
In the first high school year (tenth grade) the schedule of
studies in both the commercial courses is about the same with the
exception that Commercial Geography is given in the General Business
course whereas Stenography is given in the course listed as Steno-
graphic
.
In the second high school year (eleventh grade) the General Busi-
ness and the Stenographic courses are similar with the exception that
Business Organization and Office Management (considered as one) is
required and a choice is given of either Office Practice or Retail
Selling (for the General Business) while in place of these subjects
the Stenographic course offers Stenography II and Typing III.
In the third year high (twelfth grade) these courses differ in
only two subjects: Reviexv of Arithmetic and a choice of either Office
Practice II or Retail Selling II. In place of these the Stenographic
course gives Stenography and Typing (one subject—mainly transcription),
and Office Practice and Machines I.
The General Business course as given in Forest Park High School
offers a choice between Office Practice and Retail Selling. These
two may be designated as two separate oourses. This last is the
—
-
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practice in the Eastern and Western High Schools.
The main difference between the commercial curricula of the
schools is in the foreign language opportunities offered. Forest
Park gives no foreign language in its Commercial Curriculum while
both the Eastern and Western High Schools offer two years of foreign
language in the Stenographic course and three years in the Accounting,
Office Machines, and Retail Selling courses.
The Forest Park program gives also one year of machine operation
in the Stenographic course (twelfth grade) while the Eastern and
Western High Schools offer no machine operation to stenographic stu-
dents. (See Appendix for Program of Study)

A FOUR-YEAR FOLLOW-UP STUDY
of the
COMMERCIAL GIRL-GRADUATES OF JUNE, 1927
of
THE BALTIMORE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

SECTION I
MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
COMMERCIAL TRAINING PROGRAM
To be truly efficient, a commercial curriculum in the high
school must show results in the number and success of its pupils
employing in professional and business positions, the knowledge
and skills they have been taught in school. The individual pupil
must have, as the result of his contact with the curriculum, some
assurance of, or opportunity for, vocational success.
Table I is introduced in order to show the working of the
commercial program as it relates to graduates (girls) of the senior
high schools in Baltimore City. Table I and the accompanying chart
are based upon the material furnished by the answers to that section
of the data blank relating to employment over the period from June,
1927 to February, 1932.
TABLE I
EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES
To To
July, Feb.
TOTAL 1930 1932
TOTAL NUMBER REPORTING 131
Number that have been employed 125 120 102
Number that have been unemployed 23 5 23
Number that have never been employed 6
This table, as can be seen, gives in a general form the total
f number of graduates who have been employed, and also shows the com-
parative number employed over a three-year and also a four and a
half-year period. Judging from the results of the returns, the
commercial program in Baltimore City is succeeding, as can be gleaned
1 -
«• <
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from the high percentage of employment. A total of 120, or 96%,
of the 125 who have been employed made use of their training up
to July, 1930, while a smaller rate or 102, 82%, (see Chart 1) used
it up to February, 1932.
CHART 1
The decrease in the amount of employment may be due to the fact
that the problem of securing work is growing more acute, that the
graduates have not measured up to the increasing demands of business,
or that other conditions such as marriage or the general lowering of
the economic status, might be operating to increase the apparent
amount of unemployment.
The fact that the graduates have held their positions for the
three-year period (from June, 1927 to July, 1930) would appear to
prove that the commercial program of the Baltimore Senior High School
is working satisfactorily, since during this period most other groups
employed in general businesses show a decrease in emplojmient figure.
The next significant point to consider in this section of the
study relates to the number and per cent of the graduates studies
that have made use of their high school commercial training; and the
number and per cent that have not made any use of their training.
This information is given in Table II.
J .
\
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TABLE II
FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMERCIAL CURRICULA
Have Not
TOTAL Have Used Used
Number having Commercial Training 131 112 19
Per cent having Commercial Training 100 85 15
According to this table a large majority, 112 or 85%, have
used commercial training. The remaining 15% that have not used
their commercial training includes 12 graduates in professional
work such as nursing, teaching, etc. (although the total number in
professions is novr 15, three having had office positions before
entering a profession,) 6 never employed, and 1 in a vocation not
calling for commercial training. Therefore, only 13 or 10% of those
employed have not made use of their commercial training. Hence,
these figures further substantiate the conclusion previously arrived
at, that the work as given in the high school commercial courses
seems worthwhile and of benefit to the graduate either directly or
indirectly.
Having tabulated in Table II the number and per cent of gradu-
ates using their commercial training, the study now concerns itself
with the ^vay in which the four main subjects taught have functioned
individually in their relation to positions held by the graduates.
TABLE III
FUNCTIONING OF THE FOUR MAIN COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS IN RESPECT TO POSITIONS
S U B J E C T S
Stenography Bookkeeping Office Machines Retail Selling
No. PC No. PC No. PC No. PC
Total number using and
subjects used in any
position 101 100 56 100 99 100 24 100
Number and per cent
using and subjects used
in first position 71 70 35 63 66 67 13 54
Number and per cent
using and subjects used
in present position.... 69 68 27 48 66 67 11 46
..
.
,
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Tabl© III shows the relationship of the four main subjects
—
stenography, bookkeeping, office machines, and retail selling to
the problem of practical use. The number using each of the subjects
in any, first, or present positions is given in order to bring out
the direct utilitarian value of the different subjects. The number
using shows the value of these subjects in terms of their function-
ing. One factor producing the change in the functioning of the
subjects in initial and present positions as shown in the table is
very likely the present unusual era of unemployment. But the large
number of unemployed at present existing may be due also to the ever
increasing number of trained graduates, as well as to the introduc-
tion of new business mechanisms and devices such as the dictaphone
with its influence on the stenographic employment field. All these
must affect to a very appreciable degree the number using the subject
in present positions. This applies to all the subjects here listed
except office machines.
It is to be noted that 101, 81% of the 125, who have ever been
employed, used stenography; and 99, 79% of the 125, have used office
machines. It is clear that these numbers indicate that the knowledge
of office machine operating is in as much demand as the knowledge of
stenography in the business world, and that provision should be made
for adequate office machine training in all commercial courses, not
only as an individual course, but as an enrichment of the stenographic
and bookkeeping courses.
Of the number who have used these subjects, what percentage were
trained in high school and what percentage were not trained in high
school? This information is of value in order to test the effective-
ness of the commercial program, and to give added information which
may be of help in developing and making more practical the present
f(
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teaching of these subjects, as ’.veil as in throwing light upon the
question of which subjects may well be improved or enlarged, and
into which fields more pupils may be directed for their material
advancement. The answers to these questions are presented in the
following table.
TABLE IV
TRAINING VERSUS USE—THE FOUR MAIN SUBJECTS
STENOGRAPHY BOOKKEEPING OFFICE MACHINES RETAIL SELLING
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
TRAINING BASIS:
Number trained in High
School ...................... 122 100 70 100 28 100 8 100
Number and per cent in
relation to use............. 96 79 29 42 27 96 4 50
USE BASIS:
Total number used subjects,. 101 100 56 100 99 100 24 100
Number and per cent that
used and were trained in
Hi gh School ................ 96 95 29 52 27 27 4 17
Number and per cent that
used and were not trained
in High School ............. 5 5 27 48 72 73 20 83
As shown by Table IV, 122 graduates were trained in stenography
in high school. Of the total number, 101, who have used stenography,
96 or 79$ (of the 122) were trained in high school. This argues
well for the stenographic course as given in the present curriculum.
With 70 graduates trained in bookkeeping in high school and 56
reporting using the same, the greatest possible absorption in the
field would be 80$. But of the number using (56) 29 or 42$ (of the
70 trained graduates) were trained in high school. This fact-basis
would seem to warrant: First, that some strengthening of this sub-
ject may be needed although the graduates reporting in the main took
bookkeeping as part of the stenographic courses, so that in only one
case was it a main subject.
.. .
. . I
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Second, that perhaps the demand for girls in bookkeeping posi-
tions may never have been large and so the number of high school
trained graduates reporting using may not be as small in comparison
as the figures apparently show.
Twenty-eight were trained in office machines in high school.
Of the total number, 99, who used office machines, 27 or 96% (of
the 28) were high school trained. From these figures it is plain
that more pupils should be directed into office machine operation
and also that this subject might well be made a part of the steno-
graphic as well as an individual course.
Eight graduates trained for retail selling in high school.
Of the total number, 24, who used retail selling, 4 or 17% (of the
24) were high school trained. There evidently is a need for girls
trained in this work, but on the basis of the replies only half of
those who took the course made use of it. The reasons for this may
be many and varied but have not been revealed by the study. Perhaps
another line of inquiry might bring results.
The foregoing analysis has been concerned with the use of the
commercial curricula with respect to effectiveness. Table V empha-
sizes this functioning in respect to schools. Of these 102 gradu-
ates employed at present plus the 23 unemployed. Eastern High School
has 63 graduates in the stenographic course, 37 or 59% are or have
been employed in this field; the Western High School has 42 gradu-
ates, 30 or 71% of whom are or have been employed as stenographers;
Forest Park High School has 17 graduates in the stenographic course
with 7 or 41% who are or have been employed in stenographic positions.
The non-stenographic course in Eastern High School has 4 gradu-
ates, none of whom have stenographic positions. Western High School
shows 3 graduates, with 2 or 67% in stenographic positions; Forest
..
.
.
.
*
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Park has 2 graduates, with 1 or 50% in the stenographic field.
The other types of positions held by the graduates of the steno-
graphic course show that from the respective returns in the tabulated
order 19.5%, 11%, 11% hold clerical positions; 9.5%, 7%, 18% from
the respective schools hold clerical non-skill positions; 9.5%, 7%,
29% from the respective schools in this class show the graduates in
professions.
The non-stenographic group in the first school listed has none
in the stenographic field; in the second school 2 or 67%; and in
the third school, 1 or 50% in the stenographic positions. The other
types of positions held by the non-stenographic graduates show that
2 or 50% from the first, 1 or 33 l/3% from the second, and none from
the third hold clerical skill positions; 1 or 25% from the first
school; none from the second and third schools have graduates in the
professions. Since so many of the graduates in the stenographic
group gravitate into the clerical skill, clerical non-skill, and
professional positions, there seems further argument for supplement-
ing the stenographic course with some general course dealing with
%
clerical skills and cultural backgrounds. Also, that the profes-
sional group should be given consideration and adequate courses
provided for its needs.
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TABLE V
TYPES OF PRESENT OR LAST POSITIONS*
IN RELATION TO STENOGRAPHIC AND NON-STENOGRAPHIC COURSES
IN THE RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS
1 Total
taking
Courses
P 0 S I T I 0 N S
Stenog
.
Clerical
skill
Clerical
non- ski 11 Professional
Never
Employed
131 77 20 13 15 6
No. lPC No. PC No • PC No. PC No. PC No
.
PC
EASTERN 67 100 37 55 13 19.5 6 9 7 10.5 4 6
Stenographic 63 94 37 59 11 17 6 9.5 6 9.5 3 5
Non-Stenographic 4 6 0 2 50 0 1 25 1 25
WESTERN 45 100 32 71 5 11 3 7 3 7 2 4 *
Stenographic 42 93 30 71 4 10 3 7 3 7 2 5
Non-Stenographic 3 7 2 67 1 33 0 0 0
FOREST PARK 19 100 8 42 2 11 4 21 5 26 0
Stenographic 17 89 7 41 2 12 3 18 5 29
Non-Stenographic 2 11 1 50 0 1 50 0
Present position of 102 now employed; last positions of 23 now unemployed.
The next problem deals with how well the high school commercial
curriculum is functioning in respect to present or last and initial
positions. Table VI shows that of the 131 graduates who answered
the questionnaire, 122 took the stenographic course. Of this number
74 or 61% were or are employed as stenographers in present or last
positions. Nine of the total number (131) took the non-stenographic
course, 3 or 33 l/3% were or are employed in present or last steno-
graphic positions, as compared with 2 or 22% in initial stenographic
positions
.
Table III gives 101 as making use of the subject of stenography
whereas in Table VI, 77 is given as the number of those reporting
the holding of stenographic positions. The inference is that the
24 others used shorthand (perhaps in a minor capacity) in connection
with their positions
—
perhaps in their work as bookkeepers, clerical
workers, etc. This information appears very clearly in Table VI.
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TABLE VI*
FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMERCIAL COURSES IN RESPECT TO INITIAL, PRESENT OR LAST POSITION
AND A COMPARISON OF THESE POSITIONS
• INITIAL
POSITIONS
124a
PRESENT or LASTb
POSITIONS
125
Non-Stenog.
Positions
48
Non-Stenog.
Positions
33
TOTAL
Cler
.
non-
skill
Cler.
skill
Pro-
fes-
sion
al Sten.
NEVER
EMPL.
Cler.
non-
skill
Cler.
skill
Pro-
fes-
sion
al Sten.
131 23 25 12 64 6 13 20 15 77
1. Stenog. Courses 122 62 74
Reg . Stenog • 68 11 11 5 38 2 3 10 5 48
Full Stenog. plus:
a. Retail Selling 6 1 1 4 1 2 3
b. Office Practice 6 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
c. Ret. Sell, and
Office Practice 2 2 2
Ac ad emi c -C ommercial 40 11 6 4 16 3 7 4 7 19
2. Non-Stenog. Courses 9 2 3
Genl. Business 5 3 2 1 1 3
Office Practice 2 1 1 1 1
Accounting 1 1
Office Practice
and Accounting 1 1 1
aOne case failed to give name of first position.
^Present positions of 102 now employed; last positions of 23 now unemployed.
For the general form used in working out this table acknowledgements are due
Mildred Belt—"Curriculum Revision From the Standpoint of Placement."
(
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In addition. Table VI, in a comparison of the stenographic and
non-stenographic groups, indicates an increased number in steno-
graphic positions as compared with those in first positions. This
would seem to imply either an increasing demand for stenographers,
or that the beginners in business from the stenographic course do
not at once enter stenographic positions,. A study of the present or
last positions filled by the group would indicate the latter. Con-
versely, of the 48 reporting in initial positions in the non-steno-
graphic field 43 were graduates from the stenographic or the academic-
commercial courses; 29 out of the 33 reporting in present or last
positions in the non-stenographic field are still employed in this
field after four years. This would seem to indicate clearly that
training in general clerical skills, should be included in commercial
curricula, and also definite provisions made for any professional group.
Using Table VI as a basis for judgment, it is evident that there is a
need for supplementing the stenographic course with clerical skills
and for the enriching and permitting of more electives or the making of
a special program for those students contemplating entering such pro-
fessions as nursing, teaching, etc.; also, that the non-stenographic
course, particularly the General Business program, be made flexible
enough to offer opportunities for taking shorthand as an elective.
Chart 2 compares these same groups and positions.
CHART 2
COMPARISON: TYPES OF PRESENT OR LAST AND INITIAL POSITIONS
..
it • •£
' .... i
.
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TABLE VII
COMMERCIAL CURRICULA IN RELATION TO PRESENT BUSINESS STATUS
OF GRADUATES, EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED
125
AT PRESENT P 0
125
S I T I 0 N S
COURSES
I&aploy.
Unem-
ploy.
NEVER
EMPL.
77
Sten.
7
Type.
9
Bkkpr
.
9
Clerk
a 15
Pro-
fes-
sion.
8
Misc .b
*E U E E U E U “E ~ETT
102 23 6 58 19 7 7 2 8 1 15 7 1
1. Stenog. Courses 94 23 5
Reg. Stenog. 55 11 2 39 9 3 3 2 3 5 2
Full Stenog. plusj
a. Retail Selling 2 4 3 1 1 1
b. Office Practice 5 1 1 1 1 1 2
c. Retail Sell, and
Office Practice 2 2
Academic-Commercial 8 30 7 3 13 6 3 4 1 7 3
2. Non-Stenog. Courses 1
Genl. Business 5 3 1 1
Office Practice 2 1 1
Accounting 1
Office Practice
and Accounting 1 1
*E, employed at present; U, unemployed at present.
al0 teachers, 5 nurses.
^Included 1 dictaphone operator, 1 proof-reader, 2 telegraphic operators,
1 salesgirl, 2 assistants employed at present; 1 correspondent unemployed at
present.
I
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Of the 77 graduates who reported stenography in present or last
positions, we inquire what per cent are now employed and how this
percentage relates to the functioning of the high school course.
Previously it has been noted that 94 or 77$ of all those who studied
stenography are now employed, with 23 or 19$ unemployed. However,
this was taking in a general sense the employment and unemployment of
the group as a whole, and showed all those who at present, or at some
time in their career used this subject. Table YII points out that of
the 77 graduates employed as stenographers in present or last posi-
tions 58 are now employed; of the 33 who reported as holding non-
stenographic positions, 29 are now employed. Table VII gives this
information in detailed form as it relates to courses and to specific
positions. The fact that courses and positions are mainly steno-
graphic, apparently supports once more the conclusion that there is
need for supplementing the stenographic course with one taking cleri-
cal skills as part of the training of future stenographers
.
As further evidence of the effectiveness of the commercial pro-
gram the number of positions held by graduates with average length of
time spent on the various positions and the promotions is presented
in Table VIII. The fact that 49, (41 now employed and 8 unemployed)
or 45$ of the 110 graduates reporting (not including the 15 profes-
sionals) have held one position, is additional indication of the
functioning of the program. If those in the professions were counted
in this list the percentage would be still higher. Thirty-five of
the number employed now and 3 of the unemployed have received promo-
tions. Only 23 (17 now employed and 6 unemployed) or 21$ of the total
number reporting (110) less the 15 professionals have held more than two
positions over the follow-up period. This again shows that the gradu-
ates are meeting the requirements of the business world.

TABLE VIII
NUMBER OF POSITIONS HELD BY GRADUATES, LENGTH OF TIME ON THE VARIOUS POSITIONS,
AND POSITIONS CONSIDERED PROMOTIONS
Number
Average
total
Promo
tion
Average number months in each of the
POSITIONS
Cases months Pos
.
First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
TOTAL NUMBER 110 44 97 19 16 18 11 11 11
EMPLOYED AT PRESENT 87*
Number who had:
One position 41 50 36 50
Two positions 28 48 16 16.5 31.5
Three it 6 49 5 13 11 25
Four n 6 47 17 7 8 9 23
Five it 3 44 7 4 7 5 4 24
Six it 2 54 2 17.5 3 1.5 10.5 6.5 15
UNEMPLOYED AT PRESENT 23
Number who had:
One position 8 32 3 32
Two positions 9 35 5 16 19
Three ti 4 37 1 46 51 51
Four ii 1 32 2 2 10 12 8
Six it 1 51 3 6 3 24 7 3 8
One case failed to give information.
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SUMMARY
SECTION ONE
On the basis of the findings in the preceding pages, it is
possible to predicate with a fair degree of accuracy how far and
how completely the commercial program of the Senior Girls’ High
Schools of Baltimore City is effective. The study thus far shows
whether commercial training has been given in such a way that the
graduates have been able to make themselves vocationally useful.
The tables in Section I show that the graduates have been and are
utilizing their commercial training.
To summarize, the figures show that of the total number report-
ing (131), 125 or 95% have been engaged in gainful occupations al-
though 112 or Q5% have at some time or other used their commercial
training in distinctively commercial positions. This points to the
conclusion that definite worthwhile commercial training has been
given in such a way that the pupils are prepared, and do use their
general business training in positions.
In a specific manner the individual subjects are proved to have
been of value. Each subject has been functioning well as is shown
by the number of graduates reporting using each of the four main
commercial subjects. Stenography, Bookkeeping, Office Machines, and
Retail Selling; and the fact that the largest percentage in the first,
second, and last of the subjects were high school trained.
The findings with regard to this phase of the subject give an
insight into the major part that office machines play in the business
life of the graduates, for in spite of the large number of graduates
using office machines, only a small per cent of the number using were
high school trained. As a result the high school seems called upon
to supplement or enlarge in some way the commercial courses so that
t
besides acquiring the definite skills—shorthand, typewriting, and
bookkeeping—the pupils may also secure some knowledge and facility
in the operation of office machines. This point will have to be
taken into consideration in developing the commercial program.
Above all it seems clearly indicated that in the future, high school
commercial graduates must be trained in the operation of office
machines if they are adequately to keep pace with increasing business
requirements
.
Again, while the point may be made that high school training is
not always the background for the skills and knowledge used either by
graduates operating office machines or by the stenographic group, the
study would appear to justify the assertion that at least the posi-
tions held were made possible by the evidence of training furnished by
the high school certificate or diploma. In Baltimore, as in most
larger cities, such evidences of preparation for business positions
are increasingly demanded; and so, while the graduates may not be
holding such positions because of their high school training, they
would certainly have had much less chance to hold any position without
this commercial preparation. Also the fact that a large number (41)
of the graduates held one position continuously would further support
the conclusion that high school training was functioning successfully
in both securing and holding business positions.
.
SECTION II
TRAINING - ADEQUATE AND INADEQUATE
This section deals with the training of the graduate groups
studied, and aims to show whether the training given in the com-
mercial courses is adequate or inadequate; what it lacks and why,
whether and why it fails; and whether and why further training,
if any, is needed. These findings and deductions are based entirely
upon the graduates' opinions, and hence may be affected by factors
which would make a survey of mental and environmental qualities
necessary for completely accurate evaluation. Such an objective
study might have to be the result of comprehensive tests and meas-
urements as well as social investigation for which the group pre-
sented no opportunities.
Table IX shows the result, in number and per cent, of the ade-
quacy and inadequacy of training in relation to initial, present
or last, and any positions in the personal judgment of the students.
Figures based on the 125 graduates who have been employed, show 57%,
adequately trained and 43% inadequately trained or a preponderance
in favor of training of 14%; but this figure indicates a very small
majority over the number and per cent of those inadequately trained.
Perhaps the need for some intensive study and readjustment of the
curriculum is shown when so large a group of graduates report inade-
quate training for positions.
TABLE IX
ADEQUACY OR INADEQUACY IN REFERENCE TO HIGH SCHOOL TRAINING
NUMBER PER CENT
Number adequately trained for positions 71 57
Number inadequately trained for: 54 43
Initial position 15 12
Present or Former positions 21 17
Any position 18 14
16 '
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There seems an apparent contradiction between the findings in
this table as compared -with those previously given. However, one
must bear in mind that the previous tables had reference to use or
the functioning of the courses in definite positions, whereas Table
IX shows the graduates' own reactions as to the value of their
training
.
The apparent inconsistency may be due to the increased demands
of business and the higher standards of the commercial world today
which the graduates must face. Inference may be drawn from this,
that, although the graduates are using the subjects, they neverthe-
less feel that improvement in training could be made.
CHART 3
ADEQUATE & INADEQUATE TRAINING
(Scale: l/8" = 2%)
In what respect did the graduates consider their training to
have been lacking? Table X gives a summary of the inadequacy in
respect to preparation or equipment for any positions as reported
by the graduates. The number reporting reveals great variety and
that the main lack throughout the training is in the skills required
in connection with the operating of office machines.
'.
.
.
'
-•V..’
-
.
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TABLE X
TABULATED SUMMARY - INADEQUATE TRAINING FOR POSITIONS
Office machines 22
Stenography. ....... 9
Business studies ...... 7
Bookkeeping 6
Switchboard 5
Medical terms. 4
Penmanship 4
Foreign languages 4
Actual experience 3
Legal work 3
Practical business knowledge ...... 3
Actual office routine 1
Advertising 1
Answering telephone
. 1
Business English 1
Chemistry. 1
Cost accounting 1
Detail work 1
Efficiency (general) 1
Emphasis on commercial end 1
Filing 1
Grammar 1
Initiative 1
Making out payroll 1
Meeting callers 1
Secretarial work 1
Simple social psychology 1
Tabulation 1
Thoroughness 1
Use of carbons, making corrections ... 1
After the tabulated summary of Table X, which shows inadequacy
only as felt by the students in the various positions listed, it
becomes necessary to organize information concerning the individual
courses taken by these students who reported inadequacy in prepara-
tion for special positions whether initial, present, or former.
This information next presented comes in response to the following
questions in the data blank: ’’Did your high school training ade-
quately prepare you to fill your first position efficiently and,
if not, wherein was it deficient?” and ”ln what respect did your
high school training fail to equip you for your present or former
positions?" The answers are given in group form in Tables XI and
XII. In evaluating these answers in the tables it should be kept
....
• *14
...
• «
'
.......
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in the mind that the graduates are giving their own opinion, and most
likely are not taking into consideration the fact that they have
been making use of the skills and bodies of knowledge which they
acquired as part of their high school training.
In stating these facts. Table XI deals with initial positions
only and shows the training lacking both in the position held and
in the course taken. Table XII gives the same information but in
respect to present or former positions.
TABLE XI
INADEQUATE HIGH SCHOOL TRAINING FOR INITIAL POSITION
COURSES TAKEN TRAINING LACKING
TOTAL
P 0 S I T ION S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr
.
Clerk
Profes
sional Mi sc
.
Stenographic Office machines
. 4 1 1 1 1 1
Business studies J 3 3
Practical bus. knowledge . . 3 1 1 1
Foreign languages 2 1 1
Legal work • . 2 2
Stenography 2 2
Switchboard 2 2
Answering telephone 1 1
Chemistry 1 1
Efficiency (general)
. . . . 1 1
Grammar 1 1
Initiative 1 1
Medical terms 1 1
Meeting callers 1 1
Stenographic
Miscellaneous Tabulation
. 1 1
Academic- Office machines 5 4 1
Commercial Business studies 4 2 2
Switchboard 2 1 1
Actual experience 1 1
Making out payroll 1 1
Medical terms 1 1
Stenography 1 1
Non-Stenog. Stenography 1 1
Thoroughness 1 1
Includes stenography and retail selling or office practice.
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TABLE XII
INADEQUATE HIGH SCHOOL TRAINING FOR PRESENT At© FORMER POSITIONS
COURSES TAKEN TRAINING LACKING
TOTAL
P 0 S I T ION S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr. Clerk
Profes
sional Miso
.
Stenographic Office machines. . 6 3 1 1 1
Penmanship 3 1 1 1
Stenography 3 3
Actual experience 2 2
Bookkeeping. ........ 2 2
Foreign languages 2 2
Medical terms 2 2
Actual office routine. . . . 1 1
Advertising 1 1
Business English 1 1
Cost accounting 1 1
Detail work 1 1
Emphasis on commercial end . 1 1
Legal work 1 1
Secretarial work 1 1
Simple social psychology . . 1 1
Use of carbons, making cor-
rections ... 1 1
Stenographic Office machines 2 1 1
Miscellaneous Switchboard 1 1
Academic- Office machines 5 5
Commercial Bookkeeping. . 4 2 1 1
Penmanship • • 1 1
Stenography 1 1
Non-Stenog. Stenography 1 1
Includes stenography and retail selling or office practice
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SUMMARY
SECTION TWO
As a result of the data used in this section, it appears
that a very small majority of those reporting have apparently
received adequate training for the position or job they have been
called upon to fill. The study shows a preponderance of only 14$
who considered their training adequate. The answers to the ques-
tions regarding adequacy of training in first, present or former
positions again reveal a condition of apparent inadequacy in the
training for the positions reported upon.
A comparison of these results with those presented in Section
I shows that the conclusions of the graduates as to the adequacy
of their training do not agree with the previous findings as to
the effective use of this training. But training markedly inade-
quate could not function so usefully and conversely the successful
use of high school training in business situations could not be
built upon inadequate training. The contradiction implied by the
opposite findings of these two sections may be resolved in various
ways. First, the conclusions are personal and based upon the
graduates’ own reaction. These may or may not be accurate criteria.
Next, the increased demands of business and the higher standards
which the graduates feel they must meet in succeeding years may be
responsible for the feeling of inadequacy of training. Then the
competition which the high school graduate of today must face when
contesting with other business applicants of greater training makes
these competing high school graduates prone to blame their diffi-
culties on the inadequacy of their training.
If holding a job is one proof of success then the high school
graduates who hold or have held jobs are proof of a certain adequacy
*
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in training even though they themselves may feel some definite lack.
The real criterion - the actual test of adequacy of training -
is the functioning of the courses through employment. These conclu-
sions are supported in the folloxving quotation from Dr. P. A. Lomax:
"The only measure of a commercial department’s success is its prod-
uct. The course is a success or failure to the same degree that its
graduates succeed or fail."*
FOLLOW-UP STUDY, Page 1
ft
I
.
SECTION III
JOB ANALYSIS
This section aims to show just what the graduates have been
doing since graduation. First, the types of positions held, and
the duties—principal and minor—performed in these positions are
studied. Second, the positions in the nature of promotions, and
the length of time on the various jobs held are considered. Third,
the principal and minor duties of the present positions are made
the subject of study. The chief contribution of this section on
job analysis is to show the utility of the skills and bodies of
knowledge in the commercial curricula. Dr. E. G. Blackstone at the
lows Research Conference on Commercial Education declared: "One
vital set of necessary facts is that which relates to what happens
to commercial students after they leave school."*
In Table XIII information is given on the first point of this
analysis—types of positions held.
TABLE XIII
POSITIONS THAT HAVE BEEN HELD BY GRADUATES
TOTAL - 125
Stenographer 91 Dictaphone Op’r. 3
Bookkeeper 22 Biller 2
Clerk 19 Comptometer Op'r. 1
Professional 16a Cashier 1
Typist 15 Address ograph Op’r. 1
Retail Seller 8 Mi sc. Position 1
aOne case held professional position,
but later reentered the business field.
SURVEY OF OCCUPATIONAL HISTORIES OF IOWA
,
Commercial Studies,
University of Iowa Monograph in Education, University of Iowa, Iowa
City; November, 1928; Page 22.
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On the basis of the 125 that have been employed, 91 or 73$ have
held stenographic positions at some time during their business
careers as contrasted with 77 who have held stenographic positions
only in their present or last positions;* 19 or 15$, clerical posi-
tions; 15 or 12$, typewriting positions; 22 or 18$, bookkeeping
positions; and 16 or 13$, professional positions (one case held a
professional position, but later reentered the business field.)
The fact that 73$ of the graduates are reported as having held the
stenographic positions seems to indicate that the field of employ-
ment for stenographers is large in comparison with the other types
of positions represented in this table. The other types of posi-
tions represent proportions which are readily apparent from the
table. A list of principal duties in relation to positions held
furnishes the material for the next step in the job analysis. The
replies as received from the graduates are given in tabulated form
in order to make clear the relation of duties and positions. Table
XIV gives this information.
In some cases there seems to be a difference in the name of
the positions on the payroll and the major work done. As, for
example, the tabulated list gives 25 reporting typing as a princi-
pal duty while the various names of these positions embrace steno-
graphic, typing, bookkeeping, and clerical as well as a few mis-
cellaneous jobs. These principal duties performed in relation to
positions have been included to show a general perspective of the
chief duties that the graduates do perform. Analyzing these into
See Table VI, Section I
- -
'
*
,
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TABLE XIV
PRINCIPAL DUTIES PERFORMED IN RELATION TO POSITIONS
PRINCIPAL DUTIES
TOTAL
P 0 S I T I 0 1V s
Sten. Type. Bkkpr
.
Clerk
Profes
sional Mi sc
Stenography. 91 77 3 4 4 2 1
General office work 29 15 4 2 4 2 2
Typing 25 13 6 2 2 2
Bookkeeping 22 8 9 3 2
Filing and Indexing. .... 22 17 2 2 1
Billing 12 6 2 1 3
Selling 8 6 1 1
Cashiering ......... 8 4 2 2
Switchboard 8 5 2 1
Assisting with medical work. 5 5
Dictatyping 3 2 1
Departmental work 3 3
Auditing 2 2
Comptometry 2 1 1
Legal work 2 1 1
Keeping stock records.
. . . 2 2
Statistical work 2 1 1
Telegraphic work 2 2
Addressographing 1 1
Adjusting bills 1 1
Advertising.
. . 1 1
Calculating 1 1
Charge of mail 1 1
Credit work. ... 1 1
Cutting stencils 1 1
Discounting 1 1
Ditto machine operating.
. . 1 1
Figuring income tax returns. 1 1
Inventory work 1 1
Keeping records 1 1
Keypunching. • . 1 1
Making out payroll 1 1
Making out purchase slips.
. 1 1
Making out statements.
. . . 1 1
Making up commissions.
. . . 1 1
Mimeographing 1 1
Proof reading. ....... 1 1
Real estate work 1 1
Miscellaneous duties .... 5 1 4
c ' 7
. . .
. ....
• • • i
•
....
.
• •
. .
....
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the duties which the stenographer, the bookkeeper, the typist, the
clerk are called upon to fulfil gives a more detailed knowledge of
the different types of work the graduates must do. This informa-
tion is supplied for the respective groups by Tables XV-A, XV-B,
XV-C, XV-D, XV-E, which also show the average length of time that
the graduates spend on the principal duty, the machines they operate,
and the work they do for the remainder of their time. With a job
perspective of four and one-half years since graduation, it may be
seen in what way the graduate group used the subjects in which they
were trained; also what subjects might receive more time and emphasis
in high school.
Table XV-A is concerned with duties of the stenographer and
shows the average length of time spent and the duties occupying the
remainder of time as well as the machines used. Of the 58 steno-
graphers employed at present, 48 report stenography as their princi-
pal duty and 9 report various types of principal duties. This again
emphasizes the statements in previous paragraphs that often the name
of the position is misleading in regard to the duties performed. On
the basis of the 58 employed as stenographers, 48 or 84$ are taking
dictation as a principal duty, an average of approximately 50$ of
the time, the remainder being occupied with clerical duties and machine
operating; 9 or 16$ not taking dictation as a principal duty. This
seems to indicate the necessity for a wider acquaintance with and
knowledge of the various office duties with an opportunity for all
commercial pupils to have office machine instruction, intensive and
extensive according to the individual ability of the pupils.
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TABLE XV-A
STENOGRAPHERS
PRINCIPAL DUTY OF PRESENT POSITION, AVERAGE MOUNT OF TIME SPENT
ON IT, DUTIES AND MACHINES OCCUPYING REMAINDER OF TIME
No.
PRINCIPAL
DUTY
Average
time on
princ
.
duty
OTHER DUTIES OCCUPYING
REMAINDER OF TIME MACHINES USED
48* Taking Filing and Indexing 27 Burroughs Adding 21
dictation 50% General clerical 13 Switchboard 11
Answering telephone 8 Mimeograph 11
Straight typing 7 Dalton Adding 3
Meeting callers 6 Ditto machine 3
Bookkeeping, posting 5 Sunstrand Adding 3
Payroll, statements 3 Addressograph 2
Sales records 3 Billing machine 2
Billing 2 Check writer 2
Keeping stock records 2 Comptometer 2
Medical work 1 Monroe Calculator 2
Calculating 1 Elliott Fisher Billing 1
Cashiering 1 Graphotype 1
Checking estimates 1 Multigraph 1
Commission work 1 Tabulating machines 1
Cost reports 1 Telegraphic printer 1
Government work 1 Underwood Bookkeeping 1
2 Bkkpg
.
45% Stenography, filing 2 Burroughs Adding 1
Answering telephone 1 Monroe Calculator 1
Payroll work 1 Victor Adding 1
2 Compiling Correspondence work 1 Sunstrand Adding 2
reports 50% Indexing, typing 1 Dictaphone, Svdtchboard 1
Medical statements 1 Burroughs Adding 1
1 Typing & Answering telephone 1 Comptometer 1
Mimeogr
.
75% Stenography, filing 1 Mimeograph 1
1 Legal work 75% Correspondence 1 Burroughs Calculating 1
Switchboard 1
1 Detail Operating off. mach. 1 Mimeograph, switchboard 1
work 95%
1 Asst.
—
Answering telephone 1
patients 75% Bookkeeping, typing 1
1 Mailing Stenography, filing 1 Addressograph 1
list 50% Mimeograph 1
"57*
One case failed to give information.
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TABLE XV-B
TYPISTS
PRINCIPAL DUTY OF PRESENT POSITION, AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT
ON IT, DUTIES AND MACHINES OCCUPYING REMAINDER OF TIME
No.
PRINCIPAL
DUTY
Average
time on
princ
.
duty
DUTIES OCCUPYING
REMAINDER OF TIME* MACHINES USED*
6 Typing 71% Filing 4
General clerical work 2
Billing
Claim reference work
Clerical work
Secretarial work
Stenography
Burroughs Adding 2
” Bookkeeping
" Calculator
Comptometer
Dalton Adding
Mimeograph
Monroe Calculator
Remington Billing
Suns trand Adding
1 Billing 75% Filing
Telephone orders
Billing machine
Monroe Calculator
One case reporting, except where otherwise specified.
Table XV-B supplied the same information with regard to typists
as was given in Table XV-A with regard to stenographers. Of the 7
who are now employed as typists, 6 report typing as a principal duty,
spending an average time of approximately 71% on this work. One
gives the title as typist, whereas the principal duty in which an
average time of 75% is spent is billing. This change in name again
shows the difficulty in analyzing duties and positions and makes the
nature of the principal work and the title of the position as reported
by graduates often inconsistent.
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TABLE XV-C
BOOKKEEPERS
PRINCIPAL DUTY OF PRESENT POSITION, AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT
ON IT, DUTIES AND MACHINES OCCUPYING REMAINDER OF TIME
No.
PRINCIPAL
DUTY
Average
time on
princ
.
duty
DUTIES OCCUPYING
REMAINDER OF TIME* MACHINES USED*
7 Bkkpg. 74$ Stenography 2
Answering telephone
Balance cash register
Cashiering
Checking
Filing
Figuring commissions
Keeping sales records
Pricing merchandise
Burroughs Adding 3
" Bookkeeping 2
Addressograph
Dalton Bookkeeping
Ellis Billing
Mimeograph
One case reporting, except where otherwise specified.
Table XV-C furnishes information as given in Tables XV-A and
XV-B, in relation to bookkeepers, and shows the average time spent
on the principal duty, the other duties occupying the remainder of
the time and the machines these bookkeepers operate as part of
their duties
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TABLE XV-D
CLERKS
PRINCIPAL DUTY OF PRESENT POSITION, AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT
ON IT, DUTIES AND MACHINES OCCUPYING REMAINDER OF TIME
No.
PRINCIPAL
DUTY
Average
time on
princ.
duty
DUTIES OCCUPYING
REMAINDER OF TIME*
MACHINES USED*
3 General
clerical
82% Stenography Calculating Machines 2
Comptometer 2
Ditto Maohine
3 Bkkpg. a75% Pay bills
Balance bank account
Burroughs Adding 2
Cash Register Analysis
Elliott Bookkeeping
Monroe Calculator
Underwood Bookkeeping
1 Billing 67% Filing Billing Machine
1 Typing 50% Filing
General office work
Record notes, forms
Mimeograph
Switchboard
*One case reporting, except where otherwise specified.
a0ne case failed to state time.
The data shown in Table XV-D (in conformity with the previous
tables) relates to the principal and minor duties and machines used,
but with respect to clerks. The significant fact, however, is this
table is the number and variety of machines which the graduates use
in their positions as clerks.
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TABLE XV-
E
MISCELLANEOUS51
PRINCIPAL DUTY OF PRESENT POSITION, AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT
OH IT, DUTIES AND MACHINES OCCUPYING REMAINDER OF TIME
No.
PRINCIPAL
DUTY
Average
time on
princ
.
duty
DUTIES OCCUPYING
REMAINDER OF TIME* MACHINES USED*
1 Check,
decline
mdse
.
75%
Correspondence
General clerical work
2 Telegra-
phy
95% Answering telephone
Filing, Selling
Telegraphic printer
1 Compare,
price
mdse
75%
Typing
Checking stocks
1 Dicta-
typing
90% Shorthand transcrip-
tion occasionally
1 Selling 100%
1 Proof-
reading 10056
One case reporting, except where otherwise specified,
Miscellaneous positions include: 1 dictaphone operator,
1 proof-reader, 2 telegraphic operators, 2 assistants, 1 sales-
girl—employed at present.
The above Table XV-E gives similar information as that presented
in Tables XV-A, B, C, and D, but in relation to miscellaneous posi-
tions held.
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To show how the graduates are now distributed among the dif-
ferent types of business enterprises in which they are employed,
and also the positions held, the following data is here presented.
One hundred two who are employed at present are in 20 different
types of establishments. The greatest absorption seems to be in
General or Retail Business.
TABLE XVI
TYPES OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND POSITIONS REPRESENTED IN
PRESENT BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES
ESTABLISHMENTS
TOTAL
P RES ENT P 0 3 I T I 0 N S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr. Clk. Teach. Nurse Misc . a
TOTAL NUMBER 102^ 57b 7 7 8 10 5 7
Retail Business 29 14 6 6 3
Department of Education 16 5 1 10
Insurance 8 5 2 1
Hospitals 6 1 5
Municipal Government 6 3 1 1 1
Public Service 5 2 1 2
Law 4 4
Transportation, Trucking 4 3 1
Manufaoturing 4 4
Medical, Dentistry 3 3
Petroleum 3 3
Chemists 2 2
Mail Order House 2 1 1
Printers, Publishers 2 1 1
Engineering 2 2
Adjustment Office 1 1
Advertising 1 1
Investment Banking 1 1
Brokerage 1 1
Wholesale 1 1
aMiscellaneous positions include: 1 diotaphone operator, 1 proof-
reader, 2 telegraphic operators, 1 salesgirl, 2 assistants (1 Asst. Credit
Manager, 1 Assistant in Comparison Department.
)
une stenographer failed to state type of establishment.
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SUM M A R Y
SECTION THREE
The foregoing data seems to furnish proof that not only the
functioning of the commercial subjects must be understood, but also
the principal and minor duties which the graduates may be asked to
perform, if ive are to prepare for present and future business-day
requirements.
On the basis of the information obtained, attention may be
focussed on definite training for the special position and what that
training should include. Training for the stenographer must include
some knowledge of filing, of general clerical work, and other duties
which the stenographer is often called upon to perform. The same
holds true for those studying bookkeeping, typing, etc. It is not
enough that graduates be trained in bookkeeping for the bookkeeper
job, in typing for a typist job, etc. There must be some provision
made for other probable duties as is evidenced by the results shown
in the various tables of this section.
On the basis of the questions raised by these tables, it would
appear that some attention must be paid to training for certain un-
classified duties which yet seem to be often required of the gradu-
ates. This is apparent in the discrepancy shown by the classification
of jobs and the duties performed on those same jobs. Definite train-
ing for certain jobs must be and is provided in the present commercial
course, but the results obtained in this section of the study seem to
point either to clearer classification in the training program, or
more definite preparation for a wider scope in subjects.
1<
SECTION IV
TYPES OF WORK PERFORMED AND WHERE LEARNED
The preceding section dealt with the duties, major or minor,
which the graduates performed in their various positions. The
next step is to discover whether these types of work were le arned
in school or on the job. This section consists of summarized
tables which check and classify the occupational duties of the
graduate group in respect to positions, schools, and courses. The
tables classify also the work of machines in respect to positions,
schools, and courses. These responses, tabulated under general
heads, show whether the duties and machines were learned in school
or on the job.
Table XVII-A is divided into two main parts in relation to
duties listed as performed by the graduates: (1) the total number
who have used the duties; and a subdivision of this total in regard
to where learned—at school or on the job; and (2) the positions
further classified as to duties—where learned, at school or on the
job.
As has been shown, stenographers are called upon to perform a
large variety of duties. The stenographic group studied in this
table shows for duties required all duties listed; for duties learned
in school all duties listed except the keeping of records; for duties
learned on the job, all duties listed except typing or stenography,
these last two being learned in school.
The other duties listed in Table XVII-A are performed in vary-
ing degrees or in variety of combinations by incumbents of the other
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positions studied - typists, bookkeepers, clerks, and other types.
Other groups show that of the duties listed about two-thirds were
learned in school and one-third on the job, with the exception of
the typist group which reveals the notably larger percentage
trained in school. The miscellaneous positions (including jobs
like telegraph operator and saleswoman) and professional groups,
such as teachers, largely have to be trained after high school for
their specialized callings and duties, although salesmanship as
such is a course open in high school to any who are able to arrange
for its inclusion in their program.
TABLE XVI I-A
OCCUPATIONAL DUTIES LEARNED IN SCHOOL OR ON THE JOB
IN RESPECT TO POSITIONS
DUTIES TOTAL Sub
total
I
3 0 j 3 I T I 0 N S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr. Clerk
Profes
sional Misc
.
*S J S J S J S J S J S J S J
Typing 107 107 77 7 8 6 3 6
Filing and Indexing 101a 70 29 48 22 6 1 8 4 4 1 1 3 1
Stenography 101 101 77 5 8 5 3 3
Correspondence work 78a 35 41 31 32 1 2 2 2 2 4
Bookkeeping^ 56° 35 20 25 12 1 4 3 3 2 2 2 1
Figuring discounts 52c 41 10 29 8 2 3 2 5 2
Cutting stencils 48a 35 11 29 3 3 2 3 1
Making out payroll 33 3 30 1 23 1 1 3 1 2 1
Keeping stock records 32° 31 21 5 2 1 2
Cashier work 27 3 24 2 18 3 1 1 1 1
Selling 24 4 20 2 13 1 2 1 1 1 3
a-Two cases failed to state where learned c One failed to state where
bNot machine bookkeeping learned
*S, School; J, Job
«<
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A view of the responses as given by the graduates raises the
question with regard to school training for definite duties. Is it
necessary, for instance, for the high school to train its commer-
cial pupils in the keeping of stock records, or other like require-
ments; or are duties of such a nature more easily learned on the
specific job? In some cases the latter is true; but the school
must, nevertheless, provide for a general acquaintance with the
principles of the duty so that the graduate will be able to make
adjustments and adaptations to conditions as they arise. Accordiig
to the table, the 32 graduates listed as keeping stock records re-
port the duty learned on the job. Again, with regard to cashier
work, it seems that in the bookkeeping and commercial arithmetic
classes some training in this duty should be given as part of the
general training.
Continuing this same thought, but dividing the duties in rela-
tion to respective schools and courses taken, the information con-
tained in Table XVII-B substantiates the findings in the previous
table. Table XVII-B has three main parts in relation to duties
performed as listed by the graduates: (1) the total number who have
used the duties, and subdivisions to show where learned—in school or
on the job; (2) the respective schools further divided with relation
to where the duties were learned; and (3) the individual courses as
they relate to the duties performed and to where these duties were
learned, at school or on the job. The numbers in the academic-commer-
cial group compared with the numbers in the other courses show that
the duties learned on the job are not much greater in number here than
in other sections of the commercial program. To avoid misrepresenta-
tion of the commercial training, then, attention is called to the faot
that the academic-commercial course consists of academic subjects with
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shorthand and typewriting in the eleventh and twelfth years; also
are
that of the number reporting in this study, 40 or one-thirc/ in the
academic-commercial courses at Eastern and Western (Girls’) High
Schools. Forest Park (Co-ed) does not have an academic-commercial
course
.
TABLE XVTI-B
OCCUPATIONAL DUTIES LEARNED IN SCHOOL OR ON THE JOB
IN RESPECT TO SCHOOLS AND COURSES
DUTIES TOTAL Sub
Total
S C H 0 0 L S C 0 U R S E S
Eastern Western
Forest
Park
Reg.
Sten.
Sten.
plus
Mi set
Acad.
Comm.
Non-
Sten.
**s J S J S J S J S J S J S J S J
Typing 107 107 52 41 14 56 11 31 7
Filing and Indexing 101 a 70 29 32 15 27 12 11 2 41 13 6 4 17 11 6 1
Stenography 101 101 52 37 12 57 11 31 2d
Correspondence work 78a 35 41 15 21 15 14 5 6 21 22 4 5 9 10 1 4
Bookkeeping*3 56c 35 20 16 11 12 9 7 24 5 5 1 6 14
Figuring discounts 52° 41 10 20 3 14 6 7 1 23 6 5 1 11 3 2
Cutting stencils 48a 35 11 15 7 14 4 6 20 7 7 2 7 1 1 1
Making out payroll 33 3 30 3 17 10 3 3 14 4 9 3
Keeping stock records 32c 31 13 15 3 14 3 14
Cashier work 27 3 24 13 3 9 2 3 11 1 11 1
Selling 24 4 20 2 7 2 9 4 11 4 1 8
**S, School; J, Job.
Includes stenography and retail selling or office practice
aTwo cases failed to state where learned
^Not machine bookkeeping ,
c 0ne case failed to state where learned
d Stenographic training acquired after graduation
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In Table XVIII-A is presented the graduates' reports on the
machines used as well as the training for such use. The table also
reviews the machines used in relation to various positions. This
is important because it is becoming increasingly evident that gradu-
ates must be trained in the operation of machines and that those
formulating the commercial courses must know how much stress to
place on giving the graduates these skills.
TABLE XVIII-A
MACHINE OPERATION LEARNED IN SCHOOL OR ON THE JOB
IN RESPECT TO POSITIONS
MACHINES TOTAL Sub
Total
P 0 S I T I 0 N S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr
.
Clerk
Profes
sional Misc
.
**s J S J S J S J S J S J S J
Burroughs Adding 64 27 36 17 25 1 2 2 5 5 3 1 1 1
Switchboard *37 36 25 2 1 5 1 2
Mimeograph *29 12 16 10 13 2 1 1 1
Dictaphone *21 5 15 4 9 1 1 3 2
Comptometer 20 9 11 9 1 1 7 1 1
Dalton Adding 19 6 13 4 9 2 1 1 1 1
Monroe Calculator 18 8 10 5 5 2 1 2 2 1
Billing Machine 15 15 9 2 1 3
Multigraph *14 7 6 4 4 1 2 1 1
Burroughs Calculator 11 5 6 3 4 1 1 1 1
Burroughs Bookkeeping 7 1 6 1 1 1 3 1
Victor Adding 6 2 4 4 2
Tabulating Machines *4 3 1 1 1
Underwood Bookkeeping 4 4 2 1 1
Dalton Bookkeeping 1 1 1
Remington Bookkeeping 1 1 1
One case failed to state where learned
**S, School; J, Job.
In his study F. G. Nichols found "That the need for clerical workers
who are skilled in the use of various calculating devices is universal.
'
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This fact, together with the fact that some pupils have a speoial
interest in and conspicuous ability for such work leads to the
conclusion that greater emphasis should be placed on this kind of
training in our secondary schools.”*
In this connection the stenographic group reporting appears to
have been called upon to operate all the machines listed except Dalton
and Remington Bookkeeping Machines. In relation to the question to
where learned, it is apparent that the greater majority in this group
were trained on the job. The typist group presents practically this
same picture, except that all but one were trained on the job, though
three of the machines listed—Underwood and Dalton Bookkeeping, and
Victor Adding—were not mentioned by this group. In Table XVI II-A are
listed the machines used and the total number using each machine;
then a subdivision shows a very great preponderance in those trained
on the job. In regard to the other positions, the table clearly evi-
dences the same situation—training for the machines while on the job.
A scrutiny of Table XVIII-B gives the same information as the
previous table, but in relation to schools and courses rather than to
positions. The study of the different school groups shows a total of
29 having learned in school, and 96 on the job, for Eastern; 25 in
school, and 65 on the job, for Yfestern; Forest Park shows more trained
in school, 38, as compared with 22 trained on the job. The apparent
discrepancy between the numbers reporting the use of the various
machines and the number participating in the study for each school
may be explained by the fact that the graduates are in many cases
using more than one kind of machine.
*A NEW CONCEPTION OF OFFICE PRACTICE
,
Harvard Bulletins in Edu-
cation, No. XII. HarvaTcT University Press, 1927. Page 28.
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TABLE XVIII-B
MACHINE OPERATION LEARNED IN SCHOOL OR ON THE JOB
IN RESPECT TO SCHOOLS AND COURSES
MACHINES TOTAL Sub
Total
S C H 0 0 L S C 0 U R S E S
Eastern Western
Forest
Park
Reg.
Sten.
Sten.
plus
Mi sc*
Acad.
Comm.
Non-
Sten.
**s J S J S J S J S J S J S J S J
Burroughs Adding < *64 27 36 13 18 7 15 7 3 14 21 3 3 10 10 2
Switchboard 37 36 16 12 8 19 5 10 2
Mimeograph 29 12 16 5 10 6 6 1 7 12 2 1 3 2 1
Dictaphone *21 5 15 11 3 2 2 2 2 7 3 2 6
Comptometer 20 9 11 3 5 1 5 5 1 5 7 1 3 2 1 1
Dalton Adding 19 6 13 1 5 7 5 1 5 12 1 1
Monroe Calculator 18 8 10 1 7 .2 2 5 1 4 6 1 3 3 1
Billing Machine 15 15 9 5 1 9 1 5
Multigraph 14 7 6 2 4 4 2 1 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
Burroughs Calculator 11 5 6 2 4 2 2 1 1 3 1 4 2
Burroughs Bookkeeping 7 1 6 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
Victor Adding 6 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
Tabulating Machines *4 3 1 1 1 3
Underwood Bookkeeping 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
Dalton Bookkeeping 1 1 1 1
Remington Bookkeeping 1 1 1 1
29 96 25 65 28 22
aIncludes stenography and retail selling or office practice
One case failed to state where learned
*S, School; J, Job
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S UM AR Y
SECTION FOUR
A review of the information contained in Tables XVII and XVIII
presents a fact-basis for supplementing the stenographic, bookkeeping,
and retail-selling ourrioula with units of clerical training, and for
providing for the development of a suitable clerical training program.
Taken in their entirety, the tables in this section clearly indicate
that the graduates of the commercial courses do need some training in
office machines and that this praotice training may well be extended
in several directions. In connection with the many duties shown by
the tables as being all within the range of general requirements in
commercial positions, these various duties might well be classified
and organized in some general business course providing practical ex-
perience in simple, business processes and activities.
Nichols in his study, "A New Conception of Office Practice" shows
that definite preparation for the clerical positions is a vital prob-
lem and that neither the stenographic nor bookkeeping training alone
is a satisfactory preparation for clerical duties. A similar survey
from Sioux City, Iowa, by Malott, substantiates the findings as shown
in this section and concludes: "it is very evident that there is a
strong demand for a knowledge of machines and that a school is not
functioning unless it equips the students with such knowledge."*
Therefore, some attention must be paid to giving an understanding of
office machine operation to all commercially-trained pupils.
BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION IN UNITED STATES
,
1928 - 193C
.
Page 14.

SECTION V
VOCATIONAL VALUE OF COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
As this study is a follow-up of the commercial graduates with
a view to discovering the strength and weakness of the courses of-
fered, it is necessary to know the attitude of the graduates toward
the importance of subjects taken in the high schools and the equip-
ment they are called upon to use after leaving school. Hence, there
is here presented the ranking of the subjects as evaluated by the
graduates in an effort to determine the vocational value of the
studies given in the commercial courses, the subjects of most bene-
fit, and the subjects not offered in commercial curricula that would
be helpful in present and probable future positions.
The question in the data blank referring to this phase of the
study reads: '‘Rank in the order of their value, the subjects studied
in high school or elsewhere, that, in your opinion, have benefited
you most vocationally." On the basis of the returns, the answers were
summarized in Table XIX-A, the first table of this section. In tabu-
lating, subjects ranked as first in place were given 5 votes; in second
place, 4 votes; in third place, 3 votes; in fourth place, 2 votes; and
in fifth place, 1 vote. The total votes were then added and ranked.
This may appear to be an arbitrary arrangement, but since the progres-
sion was kept arithmetical and in proportion, it would seem, as a
working basis, to be sound.
As can be seen by the table, stenography—with its larger number
taking—was ranked highest by the greater number, with typewriting
following a close second. Attention is called to the fact that Of-
fice Practice is in the fourth place. This seems peculiar in view of
the present popularity of the course and the much larger number now
being directed into this course. However, it is to be remembered
-42-
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that a very small number were formerly trained in high school in
Office Machines (although a very large number now use them) and
that the graduates were asked to rank the subjects they studied in
high school or elsewhere. This undoubtedly accounts for the small
percentage shown in the table. Office Practice was not introduced
into Baltimore City High Schools until about 1925.
TABLE XIX-A*
SUBJECTS STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL OR ELSEWHERE
EVALUATED AS TO BENEFIT
Place Subjects Votes Per Cent
1 Stenography 24.06
2 Typewriting 23.46
3 English 22.30
4 Office Practice
. . . . 106 6.43
5 Mathematics
. . . . . 6.18
6 Bookkeeping 6.12
7 Filing 3.27
8 Commercial Law. . . . 1.16
9 Penmanship .91
10 Biology .85
11 Spanish .85
12 Retail Selling. . . . .67
13 Latin ........ .61
14 French .55
15 Psychology .42
16 Business Economics. • . 6 .36
17 Chemistry .36
18 History .36
19 Domestic Science. • . . 5 .30
20 Art .24
21 Business Organization . 4 .24
22 Commercial Geography. 3 .18
23 Public Speaking . . . . 2 .12
TOTAL . .TsBo Too.
See table in Appendix for detailed ranking
of subjects.
With these evaluations as per graduate, the next point of
interest is, to determine how these subjects that were of most
benefit relate to courses. Table XIX-B gives the number who re-
ported training in the specific courses. The subjects listed as
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of most benefit in respect to courses show that of the number (68)
who took the regular stenographic course, 56 or 82% rank stenography
first; 52 or 76%, English; 48 or 71%, typewriting; and 26 or 38%,
bookkeeping, as subjects of most benefit. In each case the base of
the percentage is the number taking the course— 68.
Of the 14 graduates who took the stenographic plus retail selling
of office praotice courses, 11 or 79% name stenography; 10 or 71%
name English; 8 or 57%, typewriting; 8 or 57%, office practice; and
5 or 36%, mathematics. Again the base of the percentage is the number
taking the courses— 14.
Of the 40 who took the academic-commercial course, 32 or 80%
select English; 31 or 78%, typewriting; 24 or 60%, stenography; 15 or
38%, mathematics, as subjects of most benefit. Once more, the percen-
tage is based on the 40 who took this course.
Of the 9 graduates reporting from the non-stenographic courses,
8 or 89% consider typewriting of most benefit; 6 or 67%, English; 5
or 56%, stenography; and 5 or 56%, office practice—as subjects of
most benefit. As in the other cases, the percentage is based on 9,
the number taking the courses.
From the study of this table, then, it appears that the subjects
as reported by the graduates seem to divide themselves according to
value into three groups. In the first section English, Stenography,
and Typewriting were ranked as most important by an average of 97; in
the second division Mathematics, Bookkeeping, and Office Practice were
ranked next by an average of 35; and in the third division the other
subjects were ranked by an average of 4 graduates. This would seem to
indicate a relative importance which still ranks English as first, but
only when the total number ranking English in any place has been con-
sidered
I
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TABLE XIX-B
SUBJECTS STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL OR ELSEWHERE
EVALUATED AS TO BENEFIT IN RESPECT TO COURSES
C 0 u i S E !
-<
68 14 40 9SUBJECTS TOTAL
Reg.
Sten.
plus Acad. Non-
131 Sten. Misc* Comm. Sten.
English 100 52 10 32 6
Stenography 96 56 11 24 5
Typewriting 95 48 8 31 8
Mathematics 41 19 5 15 2
Bookkeeping 37 26 4 6 1
Office Practice 26 11 8 2 5
Filing 13 7 2 3 1
Commercial Law 11 9 1 1
Penmanship 7 5 1 1
Biology 5 3 2
Business Economics 4 4
Spanish 4 4
Latin 3 3
Commercial Geography 3 1 1 1
French 3 1 2
History 3 1 2
Retail Selling 3 1 2
Chemistry 2 2
Psychology 2 1 1
Business Organization 1 1
Domestic Science 1 1
Art 1 1
Public Speaking 1 1
Includes stenography and retail selling or
office practice.
In addition to knowing those subjects which the graduates list
as of most value, it is also of importance to know the subjects which,
in the graduates’ opinion, are considered of least value. The source
of this information is in the responses to that portion of the data
blank which reads: "List the subjects in your course that have been,
in your opinion, of least value to your in your work." On the basis of
the responses. Table XX-A presents the subjeots of least value in rela-
tion to positions. Apparently the answers were based upon the vocation-
al usefulesss of the subjects and the cultural value was not considered.
..
**'
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TABLE XX-A
SUBJECTS STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL EVALUATED AS TO LEAST BENEFIT;
IN RESPECT TO PRESENT POSITIONS
SUBJECTS
POSIT I 0 N S
TOTAL Sten. Type. Bkkpr. Clerk
Profes
sional Mi sc •
History 52 35 6 4 2 3 2
Spani sh 33 28 1 2 2
Biology 28 16 4 3 1 4
Commercial Geography 14 10 2 1 1
French 13 6 1 2 3 1
Latin 11 5 1 2 1 2
Foreign Languages 11 9 1 1
Geometry 9 5 2 2
Commercial Law 8 5 1 1 1
Stenography 8 3 1 4
Art 7 6 1
Civics 7 3 1 3
Business Economics 6 4 1 1
Music 6 5 1
Physics 6 2 3 1
Bookkeeping 5 5
Domestic Sciences 5 5
Chemistry 4 1 1 1 1
German 4 2 1 1
Mathematic s 2 2
Physical Training 2 2
Algebra 1 1
The table shows the ranking of subjects and it is assumed was
made on the basis of the more usual business and professional occu-
pations in which the graduates have been or are engaged. The mis-
cellaneous column takes care of the comparative rank of subjects not
specifically identified with any one of the more usual groupings.
The next table gives the same information in relation to courses,
and may be considered in the light of the explanation presented with
regard to Table XX-A.
((
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TABLE XX-B
SUBJECTS STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL
EVALUATED AS TO LEAST BENEFIT
IN RESPECT TO COURSES
SUBJECTS
TOTAL
C OUR S E S
Reg.
Sten.
Sten.
plus
Mi sc If
Acad.
Comm.
Non-
Sten.
History 52 31 7 11 3
Spani sh 33 26 5 2
Biology 28 18 4 4 2
Commercial Geography 14 9 1 4
French 13 3 1 9
Foreign Languages 11 4 1 6
Latin 11 11
Geometry 9 9
Commercial Law 8 7 1
Stenography 8 3 5
Art 7 3 2 2
Civics 7 6 1
Business Economics 6 6
Music 6 2 3 1
Physics 6 6
Bookkeeping 5 3 2
Domestic Sciences 5 3 1 1
Chemistry 4 4
German 4 4
Physical Training 2 2
Mathematics 2 2
Algebra 1 1
Includes stenography plus retail selling or
office practice.
After analyzing the subjects in high school as to most and
least benefit in relation to positions and courses, it becomes
necessary to consider that aspect of the study which concerns
itself with training that might be valuable as additions to courses.
The following Table XXI-A presents the subjects not included in the
specific course which, in the graduates’ opinion, would be a worth-
while addition for successful work in present or probable future
positions
.
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The list of subjects ms obtained from material presented in res-
ponse to the question: "List the subjects offered in the commercial
curricula but not included in your particular course which would be
of value to you." This information as it relates to positions is
presented in Table XXI-A
TABLE XXI-A
SUBJECTS OFFERED IN COMMERCIAL CURRICULA
BUT NOT INCLUDED IN PARTICULAR COURSE
EVUUATED IN RESPECT TO POSITIONS
SUBJECTS
TOTAL
]
J 0 SIT I 0 N S
Sten. Type. Bkkpr
.
Clerk
Profes
sional Misc
.
Bookkeeping 21 12 5 2 1 1
Office Machines 20 14 4 1 1
Mathematics, commercial 7 7
General office training 6 5 1
Business English 5 4 1
Selling 5 3 1 1
Business Economics 3 2 1
Dictaphone 3 1 1 1
Adding Machine 2 2
Bookkeeping Machine 2 2
Commercial Geography 2 1 1
Commercial Law 2 1 1
Comptometer Course 2 2
Public Speaking 2 2
Stenography 2 1 1
Investments 2 2
Algebra 1 1
Banking 1 1
Extensive filing course 1 1
Penmanship 1 1
Spanish 1 1
Switchboard 1 1
Includes spelling, grammar, and correspondence work.
.. .
'•
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TABLE XXI-B
SUBJECTS OFFERED IN COMMERCIAL CURRICULA
BUT NOT INCLUDED IN PARTICULAR COURSE
EVALUATED IN RESPECT TO COURSES
SUBJECT
TOTAL
(: o u ii S E S
Reg.
Sten.
Sten.
plus
Mi sc*
Acad.
Comm.
Non-
Sten.
Bookkeeping: terms 21 21
Office Practice 20 14 1 5
Mathematics: commercial 7 5 2
General Office Training 6 4 2
'Business English 5 3 2
Selling 5 4 1
Business Economics 3 2 1
Dictaphone 3 2 1
Adding Machine 2 2
Bookkeeping Machine 2 1 1
Commercial Geography 2 2
Commercial Law 2 2
Comptometer Course 2 2
Public Speaking 2 1 1
Stenography 2 2
Investments 2 2
Algebra 1 1
Banking 1 1
Extensive filing course 1 1
Penmanship 1 1
Spanish 1 1
Switchboard 1 1
Includes stenography and retail selling or office
practice.
Includes Grammar, Spelling, and Correspondence work.
As can be seen from the Table XXI-A, 12 of the 21 or 57^ of
those desiring bookkeeping, and 14 of the 20 or 70^ of those de-
siring office machine training, are stenographers; and nearly all
the number Selecting general office training, mathematics, selling,
business English, are also stenographers. This would seem to
indioate that the stenographers are not adequately trained for the
more than numerous duties for which they are held responsible.
.'
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When such a large number of stenographers list subjects that would
help in present or probable future positions, there must exist a
very real demand for more and wider training; moreover, this may
also indicate the need for some curtailing of present demands. Upon
referring to Table XXI-B, it is seen that those reporting bookkeeping
as a desirable addition to the course are all from the academic-
commercial group which, as previously stated, includes along with the
academic subjects only shorthand and typewriting. Of the 20 reporting
office practice, 14 or 10% are from the regular stenographic course.
These figures further emphasize the contention that office training
in office machines should be given as part of the stenographic course.
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SUMMARY
SECTION FIVE
The tables given in this section \vith their evident trends and
significant classifications present certain definite indications.
Compiled from responses to that part of the questionnaire in which
the graduates were asked to evaluate the subjects as of most and
least benefit, and deduced also from the several answers ranking the
subjects which, in their opinion, the graduates thought would be
valuable additions to their particular course or courses—the infor-
mation presented in Tables XIX-A & B, XX-A & B makes possible the
following inferences:
1. Shorthand, Typewriting, English, Office Practice, and Book-
keeping ranked in first, second, third, fourth, and fifth place res-
pectively in an evaluation based on first importance and greater
number. In this ranking the subjects were judged by the graduates
on the basis of vocational usefulness. They had no other criteria.
2. The subjects that were considered of least value were evi-
dently selected according to their commercial rather than for their
cultural aspect since the problem of "use" would be uppermost in the
graduate’s mind.
3. The large majority of stenographers evidently desire and
need training in the operation of office machines j the graduates
from the academic-commercial course deem bookkeeping a valuable addi-
tion to their course; while the reports of all graduate commercial
workers indicate a need of general office training for all courses.
These conclusions are in line with the ideas previously evi-
denced in the study and further support the contention that the
courses should be made broader and more flexible in order to provide
for wider choice and greater freedom in the matter of electives.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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Suoh results might, it is true, be achieved by offering one compre-
hensive commercial course including many of the subjeots desired
and apparently useful to the graduate commercial worker. The main
difficulties would be found in the time element and in the fact that
more inclusive demands would interfere both with freedom in selec-
tion and with the adding of new subjects to the curriculum.

SECTION VI
SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING
AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
The preceding sections have shown clearly the need for broader
education in connection with the commercial oourses. They also
indicate the wisdom of including general office training in all
courses. The next item to be looked into is the extent to which,
since leaving high school, the graduates have gone on to learn and
to accomplish more.
In this section of the study. Table XXII gives the number and
per cent of graduates having further training; while in Table XXIII,
the group taking additional courses is studied in connection with
the courses taken and the number pursuing each course.
TABLE XXII
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF GRADUATES
HAVING FURTHER TRAINING
* Num
ber
Per
Cent
Total number included in study 131 100
Cases who have had further training 49 37
Cases who have had no further training 82 63
In Table XXII the number listed (49) as having had further
training is contrasted with (55) the number given in Table XXIII as
the number who took further courses. The apparent discrepancy in
the two tables is due to the fact that some graduates took more than
one course. Table XXII lists the number of graduates taking post-
high school training, whether cultural or commercial, and is con-
cerned only with that one fact. The table sho*ws 49, or 37$ of the
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131 reporting in this study as having had supplementary training--
or slightly more theui one-third of the total number.
Table XXIII, besides the information previously mentioned, gives
in detail the number taking further training and the number of courses
taken by them. It shows also the length of time in months and years
given to supplementary work in the various courses.
TABLE XXIII
SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING ACQUIRED BY THE GRADUATES IN RESPECT TO SCHOOLS,
COURSES TAKEN, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME SPENT IN EACH COURSE
SCHOOLS Number
taking
Course
COURSES
AVERAGE OF
LENGTH OF TIME
School
Years Months
Evening High School 19 8 Stenography 9
3 Typing 13
2 Bookkeeping 5.5
1 Business Organization 1
1 Advanc ed Spani sh 6
1 Commercial Law 6
1 French I 1
1 Music Appreciation 1
1 Drama 1
Private Business Schools 13 12 Stenography 6
1 Spelling 3
Johns Hopkins University 12 2 Business English 2 3
2 Spanish 3
1 French 4
1 Foreign Trade 4
1 Advertising 10
1 Accounting 2
1 Public Speaking 2
1 Credits and Business
Barometric
s
8
1 Psychology21
1 Gen. (cultural) crse. 3
Maryland Institute 4 2 Costume Design 3 6
1 Advertising Design 4 4
1 Freehand 5
Comptometer School 1 1 Comptometer training 2
Miscellaneous training 6 1 Anatomy8,
1 Banking 3
1 Executive training*3
1 Spanish 6
1 Stenography 8
1 Telegraphic training 6
TOTAL "55
aDid not state length of time,
training on the job.
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SECTION SIX
It is apparent that Section VI presents a very low percentage
of graduates supplementing high school training by further educa-
tion. This situation raises the question of standards of interest
and of the adequacy or inadequacy of the amount and type of commer-
cial training received in the high school courses. Doubtless, it
would be both desirable and feasible for the high school to exert
more influence in this direction. The academic courses open up the
way for added interests which should lead to further and more ad-
vanced education, and the commercial courses also already provide
for some of this type of training. The main thing, if we can not at
once widen the scope of the commercial courses, is to so teach the
prescribed subjects as to arouse the desire to enlarge and improve
upon that training. Such a broadening of interest and of contact
should lead the high school commercial student into other and more
extended fields of education: his goal—not alone the ’’better job,
better pay” objective, but the satisfying "joy" aspects of fuller,
broader learning and knowledge.
In relation to this special field of inquiry (as yet merely ap-
proached, not explored) J. 0. Malott, in his study of surveys of
research work on graduate courses, makes the following statement:
"It is becoming more evident that, as one enters and progresses in his
business career, additional education is vital to more effective ser-
vice in the vocational and other phases of life."*
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION, Bulletin No. 4, 1928. Page 283

SECTION VII
EVALUATION OF PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS
MAKING FOR SUCCESS—GRADUATES ' VIEWPOINT
In Section VII is presented an evaluation of personal qualifi-
cations making for success as given by the graduates in response to
enumerated qualities listed in the data blank.
The list of young workers* personal characteristics were taken
from the study of the commercial curriculum committee of New Castle,
Pennsylvania (with the additional items listing "interest in work"
and "honesty.") This list was used in an effort to determine how
similar or dissimilar would be the judgment of business men and
graduates when evaluating the same traits. In tabulating, qualifi-
cations ranked in first place were given 12 votes; those ranked in
second place, 11 votes; in third place, 8 votes; and so on. The total
votes were then added and the qualities ranked as shown in the fol-
lowing tables
TABLE XXIV-A
GRADUATES* EVALUATION OF PERSONAL
QUALIFICATIONS WHICH MAKE FOR SUCCESS
Place Qualifications Votes Per Cent
1 Interest in Work 1112 12.08
2 Sense of Responsibility 1040 11.29
3 Initiative 935 11.16
4 Accuracy 933 10.14
5 Honesty 828 9.00
6 Cooperation 777 8.44
7 Health 742 8.06
8 Attention to Details 711 7.72
9 Neatness 658 7.15
10 Punctuality 585 6.36
11 Manner or Address 515 5.59
12 Industry 369 4.01
9205 100
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TABLE XXIV-B
EVALUATION OF QUALIFICATIONS
MAKING FOR SUCCESS-
BUSINESS MEN’S VIEWPOINT
Place Qualifications Votes Per Cent
1 Sense of Responsibility 947 13.77
2 Accuracy 884 12.86
3 Initiative 735 10.69
4 Manner or Address 721 10.49
5 Neatness 719 10.46
6 Punctuality 690 10.04
7 Attention to Details 662 9.63
8 Health 605 8.80
9 Industry 597 8.68
10 Tractability 315 4.58
TOTAL 6875 100
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^SUMMARY
SECTION SEVEN
This section, concerned only with opinions on the value of
various qualities, presents little that is new or stimulating*
From the tables it appears that business men rank sense of res-
ponsibility as of most importance; the graduates rank it second.
Again the fact that interest in work has been considered of most
value by the graduates and not mentioned by the business men
would seem to indicate that this qualification is one of the
most essential in the minds of the students, whereas, in the
minds of business men it appears to be allied with industry and
sense of responsibility. Accuracy is ranked second by business
men, but for some reason or other the graduates have judged it
as rating only fourth place. In the main there seems to be
great similarity in the two rankings of these listed qualities.
The section, in brief, seems to raise but one question or
suggest but one avenue of inquiry; namely, the advisability of
a follow-up in the evaluation of desirable qualities and abili-
ties from the additional standpoint of the business man. This
would mean an objective study of the requirements of groups of
business men—a characterization of their viewpoints and an evalu-
ation of those views. It would also mean a study and a comparison
of the values put forward by business men as to lasting good and
temporary profit.
Any revising of the commercial curriculum in an effort to
recognize the viewpoint of such a study would have to carefully
decide what, in the long run, would be best in the high school com-
mercial curriculum, for both business and the graduate.
'.
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SECTION VIII
IMPROVING COMMERCIAL COURSES
GRADUATES* SUGGESTIONS
In concluding the four-year follow-up study of this special
group of commercial girl-graduates, a final question was propounded.
To this question "Can you suggest anything to improve our commer-
cial courses and to better fit our students to meet requirements of
present-day business?" the greater number of the graduates responded
and their personal suggestions are given in Table XXV. The tabu-
lated list in this table shows, ranked in frequency of opinion, the
subjects and points wherein the commercial curricula might, in the
graduates* opinion, be improved.
Table XXV reveals that, in addition to the English course given
in high school, business English—as an additional subject—is here
mentioned by the large majority of the number offering suggestions.
This subject, including correspondence, grammar, spelling, etc., seems
to be most desired by the stenographers.
Office Practice, a subject for which the need has so often been
brought out in this study, is here mentioned by 13 stenographers or
62% of the 21 in this group offering suggestions.
A survey of Table XXV seems to indicate the desire on the part
of the graduates to acquire not only various commercial subjects but
also subjects and traits necessary in order to become more intelligent
business workers. It is an extremely satisfying list both in the
number and the variety of the suggestions.
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TABLE XXV
GRADUATES’ SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING COMMERCIAL COURSES'
BETTER MEETING PRESENT-DAY REQUIREMENTS.
SUGGESTIONS
TOTAL
P 0 S I 1CIONS
Sten. Type. Bkkpr
.
Clerk
Profes
sional Mi sc
.
Business English 26 13 1 5 5 2
Course in Office Practice 21 13 1 6 1
Stress Accuracy 4 2 1 1
Arithmetic, Accounting, Math. 4 4
Bookkeeping 4 3 1
Development of Personality 3 2 1
Ability to meet people intell. 2 2
Business Psychology 2 1 1
Stenography plus Office Practice 2 1 1
Commercial Law 2 2
General Appearance, Poise, Maimer 2 1 1
Penmanship 2 2
Switchboard Operation 2 2
Telephone, Business Courtesy 2 2
Adding Machine 1 1
Bill Making 1 1
Bookkeeping Machine 1 1
Commercial Geography 1 1
Dictaphone 1 1
Diplomacy with unreasonable
employers 1 1
Higher standard for passing grade 1 1
Stress Initiative 1 1
Insurance, Legal Work 1 1
Stress Rapidity as well as Acc’y. 1 1
Salesmanship with Stenog. course 1 1
Use of Carbon, Making Corrections 1 1
What is expected of employees 1 1
To discover further suggestions relating to the importance of
the commercial curricula, the graduates were asked: ”If at the time
you entered high school you had possessed the business insight which
you now have, what course would you take? Reason for this selection."
The question was asked for the purpose of finding out whether there
might not be some definite way in which to make more effective the
present commercial course. Table XXVI, compiled from the answers
to the above query shows that of the 68 having taken the stenographic
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course, only 31 or 46% vroulc now select the same oourse again,
while 12 or 30% of the 40 who pursued the Academic-commercial
course would again select that course. Another point developed
is that a large number, or 14 (35% of 40) who took the Academic-
commercial oourse would, if entering high school training now, take
instead the straight stenographic course.
Table XXVI may also indicate either that a larger number of
subjects should be included in the curricula in a wider scope or
that a larger variety of courses should be presented from which to
choose in order to make a more flexible program.
..
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TABLE XXVI
COURSES TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL VERSUS COURSE SELECTION TODAY
NUMBER NUMBER
Stenographic Courses:
Regular Stenographic
122
68 Straight Stenographic 31
Academic-Commercial 13
Straight Academic 4
Office Practice 3
Accounting 1
Advertising 1
Comptometer 1
Accounting or Gen'l. Bus. 1
General Business 1
Sten. plus Office Pract. 1
Academic or Off. Pract. 1
58
Failed to report. , . 10
Stenographic plus: 14 Stenographic alone 6
Retail Selling or Stenographic plus Miso.* 2
Office Practice Academic 2
General Business 1
Retail Selling alone 1
~ 12
Failed to report. . . 2
Acad emi c -Commerc ial 40 Straight Commercial 14
Academic -C oramerc ia
1
12
Acad. Conan, plus Selling 1
Accounting 1
Bookkeeping 1
General Business 1
Straight Academic 1
31
Failed to report. . . 9
Non-Stenographic Courses; 9
General Business 5 General Business 3
Straight Academic 1
4
Failed to report. . . 1
Office Practice 2 Academic 1
Office Practice 1
Accounting 1 Failed to report
Office Practice plus
Accounting 1 Stenographic 1
Includes stenography plus retail selling or office practice.
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CHART 4
COURSES TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL: PERCENTAGE AGAIN CHOOSING SAME COURSES
(Includes Retail Selling
(or Office Practice
| Selecting same course
]Not selecting same course
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SUMMARY
SECTION EIGHT
This seotion of the study undoubtedly indicates that the usual
business subjects should retain their first place in any later
selecting of courses by the graduates, but that most students would
welcome a more flexible as well as a richer program and a wider
choice. Business English seems, in all the graduates' responses,
the outstanding suggestion for expanding the curricula and better
fitting the students for any kind of commercial work. Undoubtedly
this need is especially great and all information on this subject
lends further support to the movement looking toward a better train-
ing program for the commercial department of the senior high schools.
The tables suggest uses for certain social qualities such as
poise and diplomacy, and some slight acquaintance with psychology.
There are besides indications which might mean more practical work,
some of the elements of development which a study of the so called
fundamentals might be made to supply. For example; the Review of
Arithmetic listed in the commercial courses might provide a social-
historical interest through a study of the history of numbers;* while
the Commercial Geography course might well include a wider acquain-
tance with the development of human relations. These would be cases
in point.
Prof. Judd, Chicago University- lecture, "The Present Crisis
in Education," Baltimore. April 11, 1933.

FINAL SUMMARY
The main question with which this study is concerned, namely,
the functioning or non-fvinetioning of the Commercial Program given
in the Baltimore City High Schools, apparently has been answered
(with a few limitations) in the affirmative. The query "is the
program meeting present-day requirements?" ranks next in importance.
In regard to the first question, judging from the responses
received from the graduates, the program may be called effectual,
since the graduates trained in it have been enabled to make them-
selves vocationally useful. However, even in an effective program
there is always room for change and improvement, for development of
strength and elimination of weakness. These things the study has
endeavored to discover through the media of the various items in the
questionnaire and the information furnished by the tables and compi-
lations. This study of the data has disclosed strength—in the mat-
ter of satisfactory use and practical rewards (as confirmed by its
graduates); and some weakness—the need for revision, addition, and
enrichment of the program as it exists today. Such results have made
the study seem very well worth while.
The compilations and the inferences the tables have made possible,
have also shown whether students were making use of their high school
training, whether or not the graduates were holding their jobs over a
period of time
,
and whether or not these young women were prepared
when they left school to go out into the business world and compete
with other workers and with a fair chance of success. Notwithstanding
some apparent contradictions (Sections I & II) these queries have been
-65 '
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answered in a way which, on the whole, indicates fairly successful
training for the job.
Branom says in his ’’Project Method in Education,” "Education
should point in the direction of adult activities ,”a In accordance
with this dictum, all additional work recommended in this study is
based upon the need for and the value of such knowledge and skills
in the world of actual achievement into which the graduates are to go.
Interests aroused by the problems of the questionnaire as they
worked out in the responses of the graduates revealed a need for better
adapting the school activities to life situations and in fulfilling the
dictum that "the school work should be planned so as to help the indivi-
y.
dual to adapt himself to such social requirements."
The study has shown that we have only partially fulfilled our
task when we prepare the students for their initial jobs. Running
through the answers to the questionnaire may be discerned an under-
current of a felt need for an understanding of the art of living—for
some social comprehension of, or at least acquaintance with, other
fields of knowledge which enter into success in any career. This point
of any final functioning or non-functioning in character and achieve-
ment of the commercial course or courses has not been objectively
studied here.
Again, because of inferences deducible from the more factual
answers themselves as well as from the tables compiled from them, cer-
tain signs point the way to a fuller and more satisfying success in the
&
THE PROJECT METHOD IN EDUCATION ; Boston, The Gorham Press, 1919.
Page 63
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bIbid. Page 75.
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commercial field. First; in order to provide for continued sucoess,
we must enrich the upper years of our high school with a type of
training which will prepare for life— stressing the social, economic,
and political aspects of living, for all of these will be needed for
a successful oareer. Second; there should be a better social under-
standing of the actual problems and responsibilities awaiting youth
in business so as to enable young people to take a quicker, more in-
telligent, and more constructive interest in the larger common problems
which that field presents. This need for socialized understanding the
answers to the questionnaire brought out again and again, as much
through what the graduates failed to ask for as by what they stated as
objective needs or lacks.
Supplying vocational education to girls in order to render them
efficient and competent workers does not necessarily educate them for
all the needs of life; nor will the best vocational training always
make the most efficient and competent workers. Something broader and
deeper in the way of training is needed. This statement is made with
full recognition of the amount and the character of the work done in
the field of the social sciences and in connection with all the other
and regular high school subjects. But the need for keener recognition
of the fact that these commercial students are to be fitted to meet,
so soon after high school, the essential demands and competitions of
actual business life makes still imperative on the commercial
department the need for its share in a broader, more cultural, more
human program—a oulture upon which it seems the future will insist.
Students have been and should be impressed with the need of
continued acquisition of knowledge and skill after high school days
have been completed. The usual business subjects should have a place
.jw. r » . r. m
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in any later selection of courses to be taken after graduation, but
the range of subjects should embrace, besides these, the individually
attractive as well as the acceptedly cultural. Perhaps the most
gratifying result of the entire study, so far as the future is con-
cerned, is the evident conviction of the necessity for and the very
real desire to go on and to learn more. Whether that "more" shall be
practical-cultural or practical alone will depend upon the insight
with which we widen or reorganize our commercial curriculum.
.-
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CONCLUSIONS and SUGGESTIONS
1. Reorganization of High School Commercial Curricula to give a
more adequate business training and at the same time to pro-
vide training for those who are entering the professions.
2. A definite testing program in order to permit only those in the
higher I. Q. range to take the stenographic course.
3. Concentration on the vocational training section of the course
or courses.
4. Introduction of a special universal typewriting course to be
taken without the requirements of shorthand or other commercial
subjects. This can be justified because today knowledge of
typewriting is no longer considered just another skill, but a
very practical necessity.
5. Training in offioe machines and other office duties for all
those taking the commercial courses. The stenographer or book-
keeper who desires success from the start will invariably find
these essential.
6. The organization of some type of supplementary course which would
include an elementary knowledge of a wider range of miscellaneous
duties to fit beginning business and office workers for services
which they often find themselves called upon to perform. The
teaching of possible and probable duties required in connection
with certain specific ’’jobs."
7. Some attempt at limiting duties required, in better proportion to '
classification of jobs (note various miscellaneous duties required
in different positions, as reported by graduates.)
8. Provision in some General Business Course for training and experience
-69-
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in simple, practical business processes and activities.
9.
Training in responsibility to a greater extent than now obtains
with some concrete and specific provision for the use of modern
business methods in a school course or project. (School Bank,
though not under direction of Commercial Department in the Balti-
more Public Schools, may point the way to some such procedure.)
10. Arrangements for a course in Business English.
11. Broadening of regular courses; wider choice and greater freedom
in electives.
12. Deferring of training in Stenography to Grade 11 and then giving
a more intensive course through the last two years of high school.
This might be one way of securing time for some other course of
cultural, informational, or general values.*
13. The encouragement of graduates to do further supplementary train-
ing for advancement in their positions; perhaps the beginnings of
a course to arouse or, at least, to indicate such interests.
14. Closer inspection of courses taken by commercial students, in
order to see that such courses include material better meeting
conditions required for higher education.
The foregoing suggestions, gathered from or growing out of
the study of this particular group of high school graduates, would seem
to indicate several ways in which the high school commercial program
might be enlarged and improved. The suggestions also appear to confirm
anew the assertion that the commercial training of the more or less
immediate future will be concerned less with technically informative
procedure and more in touch with practically cultural and socialized
human values.
Changes contemplated—Commercial Program, Baltimore Senior High
Schools
.
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D A T A BLANK
Name (at graduation) High School Attended
Name (if married) Address Phone
1. Check the course you took: Stenographic . General Business .
Office Practice Accounting . Retail Selling . Academic-Commercial-
2. Name of present position Kind of Business
3. Principal kind of work in present position is
"What proportion of your time do you spend on it?.
*4. List (on the blank line) the duties which occupy the remainder of your time,
(if you operate any office machines, give the name and kind of each machine.)
5. Number of months in present position. Months .
6. If not employed, how long have you been out of work? Years . Months
7. Were you employed up to July 1, 1930? Yes . No
8. Did your high school training adequately prepare you to fill your first
position efficiently? Yes . No—. If not, what training did you lack or
wherein was it deficient?
9.
In what respect, if any, did your high school training fail to equip you for
your present position or former positions?
10. Rank, in order of their value, the subjects studied in high school or else-
where that have benefited you most vocationally.
1 2 3 4 5
11. List the subjects in your course that have been, in your opinion, of least
value to you in your work:
12. List the subjects offered in the Commercial Curriculum, but not included in
your particular course, which would be of value to you:
13. Have you supplemented your high school training by further education?
Length of time
Course School Weeks , Months.
14. If at the time you entered high school you possessed the business insight
which you now have, what course would you take? Name course.
Reason for selecting this course.
15. Number, in the order of their importance, the following Personal salifications
which you think make for success: Sense of Responsibility . Initiative .
Interest in Work , Attention to Details . Cooperation , Punctuality
I«Au.sta^r —Accuracy „ II.eatn.es s Maimer Honesty
16. Can.you suggest anything to improve our Commercial Courses and to better fit
our students to meet the present-day business requirements?
*If the blank line provided for the answer of any question is not sufficient, write
the number of the question and continue its answer on the back of this sheet.
4.
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17. (a) List in chronological order all the jobs you have held since graduation.
(b) Indicate by X in the narrow column those jobs you had before July, 1930.
(c) Give the length of time in months on each job.
(d) Check the jobs which were in the nature of promotion.
(e) Name the principal kind of work you performed on each job.
Name of Job X
No. Months
on each Job
Promotion
Jobs Principal Kind of Yfork
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
18. (a) Check in the list below, the types of work performed on each job.
(b^) Check whether the work was learned in high school or on the job.
(cj Record on the blank lines, other types of work you have performed or
other machines you have operated which are not listed.
(d) Check the jobs on which the work that you have recorded on the blank
lines was performed.
(e) Check whether the work you have recorded was learned in school or on
the job.
..
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FIRST LETTER
February 1, 1932
Dear Graduate:
Wouldn’t you be willing to give an hour of your time
to help your fellow students and at the same time to show
your appreciation for your Alma Mater?
The girls of the graduating Class of June, 1927 in
the Commercial courses and Academic-Commercial course of
the Baltimore Senior High Schools have been selected to as-
sist in a study. The purpose of this study is to determine
where improvement is needed in our Commercial curricula and
to provide through the improvements for a more efficient
training program. The object of this is to better equip
our students to meet more efficiently present-day business
requirements
.
I am sure you will agree that this is a worthwhile
study and will welcome the opportunity to participate in it
and to be of service to your Alma Mater by giving her the
benefit of your experience in the business world. Your
part consists in reading carefully the enclosed Data Blank
and giving, as accurately as you possibly can, the desired
information. You will note that personal questions per-
taining to salaries, names and addresses of employers, and
reasons for changing positions have been avoided. The
information obtained will be used collectively and will be
absolutely anonymous so far as individual reference is con-
cerned. Therefore, you need feel no hesitancy in giving the
requested information. Please feel free to offer any sug-
gestions in regard to improving our Commercial courses.
A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your conveni-
ence and your kind assistance and cooperation will be greatly
appreciated. May I count on your cooperation?
Please return the filled-in Data Blank by February 15,
to Miss Katherine T. Coam, Eastern High School, Baltimore,
Maryland
.
Yours very truly.
Katherine T. Coan
‘.
.
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SECOND LETTER
February 15, 1932
Dear Graduate:
As I have not heard from you, I thought perhaps
you might not have received my letter, or that perhaps you
might have mislaid it. In either case, I am writing again
to ask your cooperation in a study which is being made.
The purpose of this study is to determine -where
improvement in our Commercial Courses is needed to provide
a more efficient training program in order to better prepare
our students to meet more efficiently present-day business
requirements
.
Your class, the girls of the graduating class of
June, 1927 of the Commercial Courses and also the Academic-
Commercial Course of the Baltimore Senior High Schools have
been selected to assist in this study. You will be glad, I
am sure, of this opportunity to be of service to your Alma
Mater, and at the same time to show your appreciation by
giving her the benefit of your experience. An hour of your
time is all that is required. Please read carefully the
enclosed Data Blank and give the desired information frankly
and accurately. You will note that personal questions per-
taining to salaries, names and addresses of employers, and
reasons for changing positions have been avoided. You need
feel no hesitancy in answering the questions, as the infor-
mation given will be considered confidential and no facts
about an individual will be revealed.
Each High School is striving for 100% response and
your kind assistance and cooperation is securing this result
will be greatly appreciated.
Please return the filled-in blank by February 22,
to Miss Katherine T. Coan, Eastern High School, Baltimore,
Maryland. A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your
convenience.
Yours very sincerely.
Katherine T. Coan
- -
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THIRD LETTER
February 25, 1932
Dear Graduates
During high school days, our graduates proved
themselves devoted students and won the admiration
of their teachers by their fine spirit of coopera-
tion. This same spirit still prevails as is evident
by the generous response to the request made for
this study. Only a few are keeping their school
from reaching her goal—100%.
An hour of your time is all that is requested.
You will note that personal questions pertaining to
salaries, names and addresses of employers, and
reasons for changing positions have been avoided in
the Data Blank sent to you for answer. No doubt,
your failure to return your filled-in Data Blank
has been due to unavoidable circumstances; there-
fore, I am offering you this final opportunity to
participate in this worthy study. You will be
anxious, I am sure, to have your name listed among
the names of those desiring to cooperate. In this
way you can show your appreciation for your Alma
Mater and her work.
Ihy not take the time today and fill in the
Data Blank and return it at once or within the
next five days to Miss Katherine T. Coan, Eastern
High School, Baltimore, Maryland?
Your kind assistance will be greatly appre-
ciated. Thank you for helping your school to attain
100% response.
Sincerely yours.
Katherine T. Coan
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C0M4ERCI.1L training program
OF THE
EASTERN AND WESTERN HIGH SCHOOLS
FIRST YEAR
Periods Credits
English I 5 10
Business Mathematics. ... 4 8
Bookkeeping & Penmanship. . 5 9
Typewriting I 4 4
Community Civics 2 2
Drawing I 2 2
Physical Training I . . . . 2 2
Home Economics 1 2 2
Music I 1 1
29 46
SECOND YEAR
A. Stenographic:
Periods Credits
English II 5 10
Bookkeeping & Penmanship. . 4 8
Biology 4 8
Typewriting II and Junior
Office Practice 4 4
Stenography 4 8
Drawing II 2 2
Physical Training II. . . . 2 2
Home Economics II 2 2
Music II 1 1
28 45
B. Accounting; C. Off. Pract.; D. Retail Sell.
Periods Credits
English II 5 10
Bookkeeping & Penmanship. .4 8
Biology 4 8
Typewriting II and Junior
Office Practice 4 4
French I
or
German I 5 10
or
Spanish I
Drawing II 2 2
Physical Training II. . . . 2 2
Home Economics II 2 2
Music II 1 1
29 47
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THIRD YEAR
Stenographic
:
B. Accounting:
Periods Credits Periods Credits
English III. . . 5 10 English III. . . 5 10
Stenography II . 4 8 Bookkeeping III. 4 8
Typewriting III 4 4 Typewriting III. 4 4
History III. . . 4 8 History III. . . 4 8
Com. Geography 3 6 Com. Geography . 3 6
French I French II
or or
German I . . 5 10 German II . . . 4 8
or or
Spanish I Spanish II
Music III. . . . 1 1 Music III. . . . 1 1
*26 47 IF 45
Office Practice •• D. Retail • Selling:
Periods Credits Periods Credits
English III . . . 5 10 English III. . . 5 10
Office Practice Retail Selling . 5 10
and Machines. . 4 4 Typewriting III. 4 4
Typewriting III . 4 4 History III. . . 4 8
History III. . . 4 4 Com. Geography . 3 6
Com. Geography . 3 6 French II
French II or
or German II . . . 4 8
German II . . . 4 8 or
or Spanish II
Spanish II Music III. . . . 1 1
Music III. . . . 1 1 — —
— — 26 47
25 41
ELECTIVE:
Periods Credits
Drawing III . . . 2 2
Physical Tr. III. 2 2
Home Econ. II . . 2 2
..
•
.
. • • l
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FOURTH YEAR
Stenographic: B. Accounting:
Periods Credits Periods Credits
English IV . . « 5 10 English IV . . . 5 10
Economics. . . . Economics. . . .
(4 year) (i year)
Com. Law . . . . 5 10 Com. Law .... 5 10
(i year) (1 year)
Stenog. Ill and History IV . . . 5 10
Office Practice. 6 10 Elem. Acctg.
. . 5 10
History IV . . . 5 10 French III
French II or
or German III . . . 4 8
German II ... 4 8 or
or Spanish III
Spanish II Music IV ... . 1 1
Music IV ... . 1 1 25 49
26 49
Office Practice: D. Retail Selling:
Periods Credits Periods Credits
English IV . . . 5 10 English IV . . . 5 10
Economics. . . . Economics
(4 year) (i year)
Com. Law .... 5 10 Com. Law .... 5 10
(i year) (1 year)
Office Practice Retail Selling II 5 10
and Type. IV. . 4 4 Review Arith . . 2 4
Review Arith . • 2 4 History IV . . . 5 10
History IV . . . 5 10 French III
French III or
or German III • . . 4 8
German III . . . 4 6 or
or Spanish III
Spanish III Music IV ... . 1 1
Musio IV ... . 1 1 — —
a n
27 53
ELECTIVE:
Periods Credits
Drawing IV . . • 2 2
Physical Tr. • . 2 2
Home Econ. II. . 2 2
..
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FOREST PARK HIGH SCHOOL*
TENTH GRADE
General Business
:
Subjects Periods
English II. ...... . 5
Bookkeeping II 4
Commercial Geography. . . 4
Biology 5
Typewriting II 4
Drawing II 2
Music II 1
Physical Education II . . 2
Home Economics II (girls) 2
Stenographic
:
Subjects Periods
English II 5
Bookkeeping II 4
Stenography I 4
Typewriting II 4
Biology ..... 5
Drawing II 2
Music II 1
Physical Education II . . . 2
Home Economics II (girls) . 2
ELEVENTH GRADE
Subjects Periods
English III 5
Bookkeeping III 5
History III 4
Office Practice I . . . . 5
or
Retail Selling I 5
Business Organization and
Office Management. ... 5
Music III 1
Physical Education III. . 2
Drawing III 2
Home Economics III. ... 2
Elective
Subjects Periods
English III 5
Bookkeeping III 5
Stenography II 5
Typewriting III 5
History III 4
Music III 1
Drawing III 2
Physical Education III. . . 2
Home Economics III 2
TWELFTH GRADE
Subjects Periods
English IV 5
History IV 5
Office Practice II. . . . 5
or
Retail Selling II ... . 5
Commercial Law & Economics 5
Review Arithmetic .... 2
Music IV 1
Physical Education IV . . 2
Drawing IV 2
Home Economics 2
Elective
Subjects Periods
English IV 5
History IV 5
Commercial Law and Economics 5
Stenog. & Typewriting III • 5
Office Practice & Machines. 5
Music IV. 1
Physical Eauoation IV . . . 2
Drawing IV 2
Home Economics IV 2
Elective
Forest Park Curricula do not state Credits
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SUBJECTS STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL OR ELSEWHERE THAT HAVE
BEEN OF MOST BENEFIT3-
TOTAL
Rank
1
Rank
2
Rank
3
Rank
4
Rank
5
English 100 32 20 35 10 3
Stenography 96 44 28 18 5 1
Typing 95 35 41 12 5 2
Mathematics* 41 8 11 15 7
Bookkeeping 37 3 6 9 16 3
Office Machines 26 11 8 5 2
Filing 13 6 3 4
Commercial Law 11 1 1 3 5
Penmanship 7 1 1 3 2
Biology 5 1 1 1 2
Business Economics 4 2 2
Commercial Geography 3 3
History 3 3
Spanish 4 1 1 1 1
French 3 1 1 1
Retail Selling 3 1 1 1
Chemistry 2 1 1
Latin 3 1 1 1
Psychology 2 1 1
Art 1 1
Business Organization 1 1
Domestic Science 1 1
Public Speaking 1 1
Other than bookkeeping; including arith. & math.
aSee Table XIX-A



